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Abstract
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A multidisciplinary research methodology  based on the combination of literature review and spa-
tial analysis is presented as a contribution to the historical ecology of olive trees in Sicily (Italy). 
The thesis crosscuts time and space at different scales for a new epistemological approach to al-
low the olive trees to “talk”.  Structured around the identification of breaking points and nodes of 
connection, the social and ecological history of the olive trees in the island are explored. While 
recognising the full agency of trees in the spatial and temporal evolving dynamics of the land-
scape, the vital importance of their inner connections with other elements of the ecosystems is 
stressed in the analysis; as also the importance of Traditional Ecological Knowledge. The thesis 
is concluded with the hypothesis that the olive trees of Sicily could be seen as biocultural refu-
gia, physical places which preserve both agricultural biodiversity and traditional ecological 
knowledge. 
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1. Introduction

Trees have always fascinated me. I do not  exactly  the reason why; I think quite probably it is 
because their height and shape makes me feel comfortable and safe, as if they  are protecting me, 
while their silence inspires in me an immense sense of wisdom. Their silver green have calmed 
me down, always. I do not think I have lived for more than two consecutive days without having 
trees around me and being aware of them. Last year I had to go to north Iceland for a work meet-
ing, and I crossed the whole island by car. Already after a couple of hours I started feeling rather 
uncomfortable while staring at that lovely landscape. But I felt there was something missing, and 
then I realised what it was: there were no trees at all. 

The area where I live, the province of Enna, has always been an area cultivated mainly with 
grain since the Roman times and even earlier. The well- known “granary  of the Roman Empire” 
was located above all in the inner areas of Sicily  and Demeter, the Greek goddess of crops and 
fertility, had her home just in those hills close to Enna. I moved to the countryside with my fam-
ily  when I was a kid, living in a piece of land where there were (and still there are) nine old-
century olive trees, huge and stunning. Soon after my father started planting olive trees for       
passion, telling me that would have been a good way to protect the soil; he planted nearly 400 
trees. While experiencing for the first time ecological dynamics, I also got to know about the ol-
ive trees. 

So one day I found myself working with those olive trees. It is not that they came to me, more 
exactly  it was me that chose to work with them as a full time job and now also in a thesis. I 
decided to try to give the olive trees the proper attention and value they deserve. As an olive 
farmer I use to take care of them throughout the year, prune them and harvest their fruits. But 
there has always been a dilemma in my mind: the more I have seen and lived with the 
old-century trees of my orchard (and experiencing, at  the same time, the growing process of the 
younger trees), the more I have had the feeling that I am in front of very old plants. I became 
thus curious about the longer and intricate connections those trees and humans could have had  
through history. For long I was pondering how to structure such a narrative and investigation;  by 
chance I came across Rackham´s book “Woodlands” from 2006 and I began to understand how 
my own relationship  with the these trees could be integrated into an ecological history  of the 
olive in Sicily. 

With an ecological history of Sicily  you will never be done. It is like an onion, made by layers 
that you never finish to uncover and try  to comprehend. When I think of Sicily Bateson comes to 
my mind saying “all you have is the hope of simplicity, and the next fact may  always drive you 
to the next level of complexity” (Bateson, 1979, p. 28). As an island it is full of so many contra-
dictions that you may need a lot of time to decode the real meaning of what you see, which is 
never ever the same of what appears. It is a dangerous island, one that you could fall in love with 
and hate at the same time; where ignorance is masked as arrogance, passions are extreme and 
consciences generally  prefer to sleep. Tracing the social relationships between people and olive 
trees over time is consequently an almost impossible task. The following pages are then just 
what I may define a starting point or a contribution for further knowledge. I want to build a nar-
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rative, albeit  a fragmented historical ecology of the olive trees, their island and the people who 
have been living with, around and of it for millennia. 

My olive story  is the story of how minority  and marginalisation can have a great value in a (eco)- 
system, and how diversity can be the key to resilience. It  is also a story  of ecological adaptation 
and evolution, stratifying but evolving traditional ecological knowledge, and migrations of 
plants, animals and people. A story started more than ten thousands years ago, always evolving, 
more and more modern in today´s rapidly  changing world. William Cronon (1992) wrote that a 
good story makes us care about its subject. With my thesis, rather than bringing closed conclu-
sions, I have tried to identify opportunities for the future; because we really need them in Sicily, 
and we do so even more in the future. 

1.1. Description of the structure of the thesis
The present thesis is structured in six chapters. In the first chapter I am describing the overall 
structure of the thesis, my  research questions and aims, as well as clarifying the theoretical 
framework and the methodology used for my research. The second chapter provides background 
information on the specific area selected for my research, both from a geographical and a histori-
cal point of view. A brief history of the agricultural practices in the island is given, together with 
a  sub- paragraph dedicated to the so called Mediterranean debate, the main discussion among 
historians and ecologists about the potentialities of the Mediterranean agricultural system as a 
resilient system. In the second paragraph olive trees in their pre-domestication, domestication 
and domesticated (cropping) events occurred in the island are analysed, within a historical ecol-
ogy perspective. The third and fourth chapters are dedicated respectively to time and space, the 
two epistemological categories I used in my reconstruction of the historical ecology of Sicilian 
olive trees. 

The chapter about time identifies seven historical “breaking points”, temporal nodes of connec-
tion which can help us understand better the evolutionary dynamics of olive trees within the so-
cio- ecological systems of Sicily along history. The chapter contains moreover a focus on a spe-
cific breaking point, the implementation of CAP funded Rural Development Programmes be-
tween 1994 and 2013. In the fourth chapter results of the spatial analysis conducted on the olive 
trees of the island are exposed, which have brought to the identification of four main spatial 
nodes of connections. The chapter ends with a historical consideration about the dynamic nature 
of tree crops and the whole chapter, even though focused on spatial analyses, has been structured 
in order to highlight the relationships between spatial patterns and historical events. 

Spatial and historical considerations are fused in the fifth chapter in the in-field study  of a spe-
cific locality  where several olive trees are living. Together with literary review and GIS analysis, 
my field study was based also on a phenomenological experience. The last chapter summarises 
the findings of my research work and, considering again the relationship between olive trees and 
the rest of the ecosystem (included man), it aims to understand if it could be possible to find an 
answer to the question the “Mediterranean debate” poses, thus if olive trees ecosystems as a 
whole may be considered resilient. 
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1.2. Research questions and aims 
In this thesis I aim to apply a historical ecology perspective to the analysis of the interactions 
among olive trees, man and the environment over the centuries in Sicily, as it was introduced 
above. In particular, I will be focusing on how these fascinating interplay has evolved and is 
manifested in the landscape of the island in both temporal and spatial scales.  The main objective 
of my thesis is to formulate a methodology, supported by a solid theoretical framework, through 
which I can study olive trees as active agents in history. This will lead to answer the key research 
question of the present work: have the olive ecosystems of Sicily  been able to reduce vulnerabil-
ity and build resilience?

1.3. Theoretical framework
Within the theoretical framework of historical ecology and resilience theory, the present thesis is 
based on the assumption that landscapes are dynamically  and dialectically  evolving. Landscapes 
represent the temporal and spatial dimensions of the relationships human societies have with the 
local environments and their cumulative global effects, which have thus a dialectic and interac-
tive nature (Swyngedouw 2006; Meyer and Crumley 2011). When studying landscapes we need 
to consider different spatial and temporal scales (Ingold 1993; Sayre 2005; Gillson 2009; Meyer 
and Crumley 2011), including the short-term and episodic phenomena, their patterns over tempo-
ral cycles and a longer perspective (the so called longue durée), which covers patterns of history 
and prehistory occurring over centuries and more (Braudel 1980; Knapp  1992). Furthermore, we 
should not make any pre- assumption on systems and their boundaries, or on their causal rela-
tions or hierarchies (Balée 2006). Also in our attempt to understand causation while reading a 
landscape, we do need to consider and integrate different variables within a multidisciplinary 
framework, giving the right attention to all the other voices present in that landscape (Butzer 
2005). And I have tried to listen to some of them.The consideration of different spatial and tem-
poral scales has been a crucial element in the development of my thesis, of which I have tried to 
show the inner dynamics, the intertwined ongoing of simultaneities (Massey 2006, p. 44 ), as 
geographies are not opposite to histories, but they are exactly  the place where stories happen and 
materialise themselves. 

Historical ecology derives thus a holistic view of the historical research, with an interdisciplinary 
and ‘total’ approach to reconstruction of the relationships between plants, animals and the envi-
ronment (including human activities) over time (Rackham 2000), through the use of different 
databases and sets of information (Braudel 1980; Knapp 1992). Resilience, the ability of systems 
to absorb changes (Holling 1973), and sustainability, as the safeguard of the resilience of life- 
support systems (Gillson 2015), have a historical nature since their conditions are formed and 
affected over time and historical contingencies influence their dynamics; they need to be consid-
ered within a temporal and spatial perspective (Gillson 2015). Sustainable development can start 
only when we have a clear and correct view of the dynamics of the relationship  between humans 
and the ecosystems (Crumley and Marquardt 1987; Holling 2001; Carpenter et al. 2008). In this 
thesis, by following the olive trees across different spatial and temporal scales, I also make an 
exploration in resilience, in terms of assess how olive trees of Sicily have been able to respond to 
change, either radical transformation or simply  by buffering change, in what appears to be       
stability (Gillson 2009, p. 151). 
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The present thesis work aims also to investigate the possibility to integrate a third broader ap-
proach into the conservation debate characterised, today, by  two broad and contrary views. Tra-
ditional nature conservationists´ perspective represents the semi- natural grasslands of Southern 
Europe and Sicily as having a quality of wilderness in which man played no or little part. Mod-
ern conservation represents the ecosystems in the agricultural landscape as a miscellany of spe-
cies from several natural systems (and in which landscape becomes cultural where the farmer 
plays a key role as a prerequisite of biodiversity) (Emanuelsson 2009). Here, in this  work I want 
to provide an integrative perspective; I will use an ecological approach, according to which trees 
are essentially “actors in the play” (Rackham 2015, p. 9; Swyngedouw 2006), and consider the 
overall comprehensive mutual interactions between trees and the environment: trees and other 
plants, trees and animals (thus man even). In order to do that, it is necessary  first of all to be 
aware that our human knowledge and agency is constantly  affected by  other non-human 
“message-bearers” (Whatmore 2002, p. 3), which are our colleagues in the process of knowledge 
production (Hinchcliffe et al. 2005). Consequently, we need to recognise in them the right level 
of agency and engagement in our eco-systems, avoiding objectifying them. The recognition of 
the active role played by trees in the nature-people interaction and continuum to me advances the 
theoretical debate in the conservation cycles. The idea of the “potential vegetation” of an area is 
a purely theoretical concept (Emanuelsson 2009, p. 19- 21) and not suited for practical conserva-
tion of either natural, semi- natural or cultural landscapes. To me, it would be more appropriate 
to talk about a constantly  fluctuating equilibrium of flora and fauna with the surrounding envi-
ronmental and climatic conditions, with periods of stability and phases of change (Rackham 
2015, p. 152). 

Conservation and landscape management thus develop other meanings for their own practices, 
rather than just engaging in the protection of unrealistic “original” natures or by emphasising 
man´s role in preserving ’traditional‘ cultural landscapes.  Even though I am here studying cul-
tural landscapes (i.e. landscapes which have been modified by humans and that still carry the 
features of those modifications), while dealing with agricultural landscapes I am somewhat un-
comfortable with the use of both terms ’traditional‘ and ’cultural ‘.I find in fact that the use of 
the term traditional makes us think of landscapes as structures that remained fixed and preserved 
over time, until the 19th century  (for discussion see Antrop 1997 and 2005). As Massey  pointed 
out, the notion of a nature in harmony and balance has been often used as a basis for narratives 
of a stable past and, then, a subsequent loss (Massey 2006). As I will show here, the Sicilian ag-
ricultural landscapes have changed significantly over time as the practices linked to it as well. 
Nonetheless, there is also a range of landscapes that do not fit into categories of strictly cultural 
or natural landscapes, and I find the mere mentioning of these categories obstructing our under-
standing of landscape dynamics. If, instead, we recognise the inner dynamic nature of the eco-
systems,we will also find new terms of conservation and change (see discussion in Gillson 
2015). 
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1.4. Research methodology and sources
The first two issues I needed to solve in order to start my thesis research work have been: how 
can I make trees speak to me? And how can I interpret and understand their relationships with 
the surrounding environment (flora and fauna, man included),while recognising the olive as an 
agent in this process? Space and time have revealed to be the two both epistemological and onto-
logical categories (Hinchcliffe et al. 2015) I would need in my analysis, together with the con-
sideration of their different scales (Gillson 2009) and their hybrid and heterogeneous entangle-
ments (Whatmore 2002; Massey 2005; Massey  2006; Hodder 2012). As a consequence, I have 
identified my methodology in “talking” with the trees through:

1) The analysis of the spatial patterns of the olive trees in both a synchronic and diachronic per-
spective;

2) The analysis of their shape and their own physical features;

3) Literature review. 

The analysis of spatial patterns has been conducted thanks to the use of the GIS software. Both 
ancient maps and current datasets have been used to reconstruct the spatial patterns of the olive 
trees at certain points in time and space within the Sicilian landscape. Spatial modeling has 
helped me to understand olive trees dynamics and interplay  with the environment. The analysis 
of the shape and features of particular trees is an important research instrument, which could tell 
us relevant information about the past of a tree (how it has survived from extreme weather condi-
tions, what have been its interactions with flora and fauna, and so on). In this regard, it  is in fact 
highly  important to consider not only the topography and the tree communities (which are de-
tectable thanks to the GIS), but also structural features (for instance, ancient coppice stools and 
nearby  vegetation). Furthermore, working with land cover and land use maps in GIS environ-
ment is useful at  both large and middle- scales. I have also included a site analysis of spatial and 
temporal patterns; while going into small- scale as I did in my  fieldwork survey, I felt the best 
way to represent this was through a more phenomenological approach based on both description 
and analyses of trees and their features, but also on my sensory and bodily experience. 

For this thesis I have also fused written sources with more technical references in order to find 
those analytical tools to use within a historical ecology perspective. As explained in above, I see 
ecosystems as the result of the co- evolution between environment components and human ac-
tivities, above all since the first agricultural practices (see discussion in Butzer 1996). A multi-
disciplinary  approach is consequently the most appropriate one for my thesis research. The lit-
erature review has had a multidisciplinary nature and has focused on the understanding of the 
evolutionary  dynamics of the Sicilian landscape and, through them, capturing the story of the 
olive trees present in the island. Census and statistical data have been consulted as part of this 
effort and the libraries of Uppsala University, SLU, University of Palermo, Regional Centre for 
the Documentation and Archive in Palermo, Sicilian Region have been consulted.

The second step in my research methodology  has been the identification of breaking points and 
nodes of connections occurring in the social and ecological history of the olive trees in Sicily, 
which could provide points of more in depth analyses. These breaking points and nodes of con-
nections have at least three dimensions:

A. Historical breakpoints: they are significative events in time which could have affected olive 
trees dynamics in the island; I have been including also climatic event in this category.

B. Spatial nodes of connection: the consideration of olive trees patterns at various spatial scales, 
together with the historical analysis, has been crucial to my research and understanding.
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C. Recurrent features along space and time: traditional ecological knowledge and migrations. 
Surprisingly, during my analysis of the historical breaking points and spatial nodes of connec-
tion, I have noticed that two main features recur several times along the history and in the places 
of the island. They  are related to the traditional ecological knowledge of the local people and the 
migration fluxes of people, animals and plants and I will discuss this in more detail here. 

My “talking” with the trees has been the way for me to reveal the inner entanglement of their 
spatial and time dimensions: how temporal scales and past historical events are entangled in the 
landscape and their embedded spatial scales with long lasting effects until today. In this sense 
space and place comes together in the epistemological discovery of the entanglements olive trees 
represent. 
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2. Background

2.1. The island and its vegetation
Sicily is an island in the Mediterranean (Fig. 1) sea whose overall surface is c. 25.703 square km 
(Gianguzzi et al. 2015). Sicily  includes also the smaller Aeolian Islands and the Island of Ustica 
(in the Tyrrhenian Sea, north of Sicily), Pelagian Islands (south), Pantelleria Island (south-west), 
and the Aegadian Islands (west) (Barbera and Cullotta 2012). The geomorphology of the island 
has been crucial for the development of its flora and fauna: only  the 14% of its surface is nearly 
flat, while the rest is made of hills (about 62% of the surface) and mountains (about 24% of the 
surface). Mount Etna is the highest mountain (and active volcano in Europe) at 3.350 metres 
(Barbera and Cullotta 2012), located in the western part of the island. From east to west, north-
ern Sicily is characterised by mountain chains which reach heights of 2000 metres, respectively 
the Nebrodi, Madonie, and the mounts of Trabia, Palermo, and Trapani (Benedetto and Giordano 
2008). The mountain regions are the most heterogeneous areas of the island in therms of climate, 
vegetation and land use (Barbera and Cullotta 2012). The Sicani Mountains are situated at the 
centre-western part, followed further eastward by the Erei Mountains, and towards south-east the 
Hyblean Plateau is located (Benedetto and Giordano 2008) (Fig. 2). Geologically  speaking the 
entire territory  is quite heterogeneous, with argillites, sandstone-argillites, limestones, clastic ma-
terials, vulcanites, metamorphic rocks and evaporitic formations.

The island is characterised by a Mediterranean climate, with extremely hot  summers and mild 
winters. The rainfall gradient is strictly correlated to altitude, relief, and geographic position, and 
furthermore the distance from the sea plays a key role in it (Barbera and Cullotta 2012). None-
theless, due to its inner geomorphological heterogeneity, local climates may be quite complex 
and in the mountain chains the winters are harsh and summers particularly  temperate, but close 
to the coast winter is milder while summer extremely  hot  (Benedetto and Giordano 2008). Fol-
lowing Rivas-Martínez (1985) classification, we could say that Sicilian territory includes at least 
six different bioclimatic belts, with annual average temperature that could be 18–20°C as well as 
2–4°C according to the different belt. The same variety is found in rainfall regions of the island, 
which could go from semi-arid (with an annual average rainfall of < 350 mm per year), to hyper-
humid (annual average rain- fall > 1950 mm) (Gianguzzi et al. 2015).
The geographical position of Sicily (central in the Mediterranean basin), together with its hetero-
geneous physiography, lithology, pedology, as well as meso and micro-climates, have contrib-
uted to the island being a reservoir of biodiversity  since the Tertiary period. The island has no 
less than approximately 2700 vascular-plant species, 11% of them endemic. Sicilian land, in al-
most all its altitudes, has been cultivated since the Neolithic Age (as we will see in the following 
paragraphs and chapters). Consequently the island has a wide diversity in cultivated species, 
with both autochthonous and varieties as a  result of either anthropic selection or because species 
have been brought from other regions as a consequence of historical events (Cullotta and Bar-
bera 2011; Benedetto and Giordano 2008).

The floristic landscape is highly complex and varied, characterised by 36 phytocoenotic catego-
ries, in which anthropogenic types prevail.  In the latest vegetation map of Sicily Gianguzzi et al. 
(2015) have classified most of the territory as covered by ‘cultivated lands and temporary fallow 
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lands’ (846,470 ha), followed by ‘Olive groves and other dry crops’ (336,528 ha), ‘Citrus groves 
and irrigated orchards’ (158,592 ha), ‘vineyards’ (142,558 ha), ‘greenhouses’ (15,608 ha) and 
‘Hazel groves’ (12,411 ha). Urbanised areas has an estimated total area of 125,064 ha (approxi-
mately 4,86% of the overall regional surface), which shows that Sicily is an agricultural land-
scape. The overall population is about five millions (ISTAT 2011).

Artificial vegetation planted during the last century to recover woodlands, are dominated by non-
native species as Pinus halepensis and other conifers (57,681 ha) and by the exotic Eucalyptus 
camaldulensis and other broad-leaved species (42,145 ha) (Gianguzzi et al. 2015). Meanwhile, 
natural wood communities occupy a total area of 174,296.72 ha (equal to about 6.78%), of which 
172,736.71 ha is in Sicily and 1560 ha in the smaller islands, mainly in hilly and mountain areas, 
as well as along streams and rivers. Shrubs, maquis and garrigues are usually present on the 
margins of wooded areas, on rocky ridges and eroded slopes of carbonate nature, and on rocky 
ridges and eroded slopes of mostly sandy nature. Other landscapes widespread both in Sicily and 
in the smaller islands are Mediterranean grasslands, with an overall area of 330,039 ha (12,84%); 
these are herbaceous communities, used for grazing and regularly affected by wildfires, and they 
characterise large parts of the landscape of hilly and submountain belts. Azonal vegetation is 
numerous and varied across the territory, represented by communities of river gravel beds, sandy 
coastal stations, communities on sea cliffs, communities of lagoons, salt flats and brackish 
marshes, communities in badlands areas, freshwater lakes, rocky cliffs, lava flows and naked 
lava fields or with sparse vegetation. The landscapes of Sicily and vegetation communities are 
thus largely anthropogenic, and reflects intense use since ancient times.  Old growth forests or 
semi-natural woodlands are today limited to relatively small biotopes living in protected areas, 
regional nature parks and regional reserves, as well as SCIs (Sites of Community Importance) 
and SPAs (Special Protection Areas), which could be found both in Sicily and in the smaller is-
lands. (Gianguzzi et al. 2015). Nature 2000 Network areas cover more than 11% (269 520 ha) of 
the total surface of the island (Cullotta et al., 2004). 
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                     Figure 1: Location of Sicily in the Mediterranean sea and Europe (ESRI 2016).
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Figure 2: Digital Elevation Model of Sicily showing the mentioned mountains and islands (SITR Regione Sicilia, 
2016).
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2.2. Agricultural history
Agrarian villages are well documented in Sicily  already in the prehistory  (Leighton 1999). There 
is a common image of prehistoric Sicily, portrayed as almost covered by woods, but it is not a 
realistic one. Certainly  woodlands were widely  present before anthropogenic influence, however 
there were also large  open areas; this assumption has been proven by the demonstration of the 
presence of numerous endemic plants species typical of open spaces in the different climatic 
belts (Raimondo et al. 1994, Raimondo et al. 2001) together with many animal species (above all 
birds) also connected with open habitats. A coexistence of woods and grasslands could thus have 
been the vegetation formations of prehistorical Sicily, in which recurrent natural fire occurrences 
might have contributed to the maintenance of the open lands (La Mantia 2009). 

Before the arrival of the already sophisticated agricultural techniques from Middle East, prehis-
tory cultivation was based on the propagation of plant species through sporadic seed dispersal, 
made by people moving around the landscape for hunting or for some sort of trade. With the in-
troduction of “systematic” agriculture some specific species and plants varieties started to be 
grown (amongst eventually also the olive) and, while giving rise to the first forms of crops, they 
went in a successfully competition with the native species (Emanuelsson 2009).  

Specialised agricultural production could result  in monotonous landscapes and also large- scale 
overexploitation (Emanuelsson 2009). This was the case of Sicily during the Greek and Roman 
periods, when the island was characterised by a reduction of wood and an increase in the areas 
cultivated with grain varieties. In the same period husbandry  started, and the combination cre-
ated some more open grazing dependent habitats as savannas and grasslands, and what is some-
times called cerealicolous-zootechnical landscapes, all very rich in biodiversity (Massa and La 
Mantia 2007). 

Mediterranean agriculture has always been influenced by the need to cope with very dry sum-
mers. This led to the development of the two- course rotation in arable farming. There is plenti-
ful evidence that arable farming in Sicily  was centered on growing grains, which played a major 
role in large parts of the Roman Empire from an early stage. The rapid expansion of the Roman 
Empire may have caused population growth, which created greater pressure on cultivation, 
through its system of latifundia, large almost mono- crop estates (Belvedere 1995). This may, in 
turn, have led to a decline in productivity due to a shortage of manure and recurring cultivation 
without sufficient fallow periods and, furthermore, a key factor in the soil erosion that began to 
occur during antiquity. All of these components made it necessary to consider and find some al-
ternative land- use systems. The combination of grapevines, olive trees and sheep were often one 
solution. Land that could no longer compete successfully with bread grain cultivation instead 
was able to produce wine, olive oil and wool. Moreover, over time, it is probable that herbivores, 
wine and olives played an increasing important part in Mediterranean agriculture, also in Sicily. 
Their agriculture nearly always involved a combination of arable and livestock farming (Emanu-
elsson 2009)

In the Early Middle Ages, from the 5th to the 7th century AD, Sicily faced a long period of popu-
lation decrease and agricultural transition, due to the combination of several historical events: the 
fall of the Roman Empire, invasions, strong climatic fluctuations, establishment of monasteries 
(Christie 2013). Sheep- rearing prevailed and, in many cases, fertile lands and cultivated fields 
were abandoned (Massa and La Mantia 2007) or land was taken under custody by Catholic 
monks and absorbed under the properties of the Catholic church (Christie 2013). After the fall of 
the Roman Empire and the barbarian invasion, the Muslims settled in the island at the beginning 
of the 9th century and agriculture increased again (Chiarelli 2011). Deserted latifundia were now 
cultivated again and new plantations gave the Sicilian landscape a new shape. Forests, marshes 
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and uncultivated land increased as well (Massa and La Mantia 2007), as it will be discussed in 
more detail in chapter 3. The Muslims, and the Norman kings afterwards in the 12th century, 
adopted the typical Islamic landscape styles and agricultural systems in gardens and parks, ex-
pressing an overall new and different vision of agricultural and landscape management. Different 
technologies- machines and hydraulic systems, mills, land improvement, rotations, inter-
cropping, contributed to a better use of water resources, a temporal and spatial differentiation of 
production and a stronger connection of the various elements (as irrigation, energy, micro-
climate and aesthetic functions) into a system (Barbera and Cullotta 2016).
During the Medieval times, most  land was used for activities relating to agriculture and livestock 
husbandry. Agriculture did not merely consist of arable farming. Fields were really only one part 
of an integrated cultivation and livestock husbandry system. Outfield pastures, meadows for win-
ter fodder, forests used for grazing and as supply of leaves were all integrated in a system in 
which fields were a central component. It was in no way economically possible and sustainable 
to farm fields alone. In addiction, grazing animals seems to have played a major role as seed dis-
persers in the Medieval European landscape and it continues until now (Emanuelsson 2009). 

Anthropic pressure decreased, mainly far from the coasts, in the following centuries but in the   
15th century, thanks to the sugar cane diffusion, coastal woods of a great part of western and 
eastern Sicily were definitely destroyed (Massa and La Mantia 2007). Yet in the 1800s the influ-
ence of agro-silvopastoral activities in Sicily did not cause disastrous effects on the wildlife, 
since energy sources and products for agriculture remained natural or ecologically compatible.
One period of environmental changes occurred when Italy became a unified country. Splitting of 
the estates, poverty and the need of land to cultivate produced a further wide deforestation; the 
maximum cutting of woods took place during the second half of the 19th century and the begin-
ning of the 20th century, when sulphur mines exploitation and agricultural practices increased 
strongly. These processes included increased wood cutting, together with a contemporary tillage 
and ploughing of wide inland areas carried out by the rural population still living in a semi-
feudal condition (Massa and La Mantia 2007, La Mantia 2009).
Deforestation and early mechanisation of agriculture started in Sicily in the 20th century, follow-
ing in some respect the overall European trend of intensification and standardisation (Grigg 
1995; van Zanden 1991; Wilson 2001; Martiin et al. 2016). Immediately after World War I, the 
Fascist regime revived the old Roman concept of Sicily  as the ‘granary of Italy’, but the cultiva-
tion of cereals on a large scale was not well managed and impoverished the soils (Benedetto and 
Giordano 2008). Problems began when farmers started applying mechanisation in a massive 
way, aiming at increasing productivity (La Mantia 2006; Barbera 2006), and thereby introduced 
foreign molecules into biogeochemical cycles. Since then it has been necessary to make a great 
effort, which  takes quite a long time, to re-establish more environmental compatible agro-
silvopastoral forms of land management (Massa and La Mantia 2007). 
After World War II, Sicilian agro-systems were characterised by four important phenomena huge 
deforestation, drainage of dense humid areas, expansion of agriculture in the coastal areas and 
increase in the inputs for both intensive and extensive farming, with a significant reduction of 
transhumance and husbandry (La Mantia 2009). During the last fifty years, modern agriculture 
replaced traditional practices, and the use of mechanisation and pesticides allowed an increase in 
farm crop productivity. The introduction of innovative agriculture techniques after the 60s dis-
figured deeply the agrarian landscape, mainly the cerealicolous-zootechnical one, producing a 
great decline of animal populations, in particular of some bird species linked to traditional agro-
ecosystems. Cultivation practices changed as well, and for instance tree plantations have been 
characterised by the gradual disappearance of traditional orchards. After the crisis of the latifun-
dium, fruit cultivation (citrus, almonds, olives) and grapes became seen as the protagonists of the 
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transformation in the agricultural landscape, with new modern terracing systems, hydraulic sys-
tems, stone-clearing and stone-made artifacts (Barbera and Cullotta 2016). 
Open field cultivations have been the practice facing the deepest changes. In the Sicilian inland 
areas, characterised by a good integration between agriculture and cattle breeding, former culti-
vation practices of cereals and legumes have been strongly changed. In the first decades of the 
last century, some cultivated species and varieties which characterised these agricultural systems 
had disappeared. Old wheat varieties were able to produce high amounts of straw for animals as 
food or bedstraw,  and also resistant against weeds; but, even though their productivity was sta-
ble, it was very low compared to new varieties. New wheat varieties were much more productive 
in the shorter term, thanks to the huge use fertilisers and farmers gradually switched over to 
these crops (Massa and La Mantia 2007). 

2.3. The debate
The Mediterranean environment, and its dynamics over time, particularly in relation to  agricul-
ture, have been the topic of a quite animated debate among environmental historians and histori-
cal ecologists. It seems there is a Mediterranean “problem” to solve: does the Mediterranean rep-
resent an environment which has been able to support  agricultural way of life (based, among the 
other crops, also on olive and the mixed agricultural cultivation) for more than eight millennia 
and can this continuity be thus defined as “sustainable”? Or has the Mediterranean been the 
place of environmental devastation due to mismanagement, exploitation of natural resources and 
destruction of primeval forests? (see Hughes 1994). These questions represent different ways of 
viewing biotopes1 in the agricultural landscape (Emanuelsson 2009). In my thesis, rather than 
taking sides, I am looking for ways to go beyond this debate. 

The first view in the debate could be called the “Ruined Landscape” or “Lost Eden” theory, in 
which man plays a key role in the progressive degradation and desertification of the Mediterra-
nean landscapes (Blondel 2006). This perspective is rooted in the traditional concept of wilder-
ness (Emanuelsson 2009) and, as an umbrella, it includes several specific positions. Environ-
mental degradation is not a modern phenomenon, but it can be traced back even in antiquity, 
when man systematically destroyed forests and opened up the landscape (Hughes 1994). 

Another view is based on the assumption that wild megaherbivores, before man, played a key 
part in the destruction of the purest type of nature, the pristine wilderness, contributing to main-
tain instead an open environment (Vera 2000). Grazing patterns have been then crucial in shap-
ing the landscape, even before the onset of domestication (Mitchell 2005), and the semi-natural 
grasslands we find today may be considered as descendants from them. In this view, semi-natural 
grasslands are regarded as wilderness, whose quality has to be preserved (see critical discussion 
in Emanuelsson 2009). 

The problem with the “deforestation” point is that some ancient authors wrote about it (Plato for 
instance, to cite the most used by the modern day  environmental historians) and in such writings 
the modern authors have found the proof that  environmental degradation is not modern at all, 
while it started back in time (Emanuelsson 2009). A more articulate explanation  of the existence 
of savannas, and vegetation as the maquis and garrigues comes if moisture is taken into account 
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as a limiting factor, in particular the high seasonal extremes of rainfall and the low potentiality of 
Mediterranean soils to retain water (Rackham 2003; Grove and Rackham 2001). In other words , 
there are other actors in the play more than man. Some researchers have completely  inverted the 
terms of the debate, claiming for example that Mediterranean soils were destroyed by heavy 
rains related to climatic anomalies (Butzer 2005).

The “traditional landscapes” view could be seen as a contemporary version of the paradise lost 
theory, since it tends to consider rural landscapes as more or less static (in terms of their diver-
sity, and this is the reason why they are defined “traditional”). The breaking point in this view 
was c. sixty  years ago, when a steady and massive process of degradation started, due to the in-
crease of modern agricultural techniques and patterns (Antrop 2005; Barbera and Cullotta 2012; 
Barbera and Cullotta 2016). Undoubtedly, from last century the Mediterranean has been affected 
by enormous changes in its economic, social and then environmental structures (van Zanden 
1993; Wilson 2001); nonetheless, adopting a timescale of approximately  one century  to analyse 
landscape dynamics is in my  mind too reductionistic. As Renes (2015) pointed out, the European 
cultural landscape perspective excludes the consideration of history. Changes and development 
in the past could have been quick and intense as well, and the idea that past  periods were charac-
terised by slow developments, compared to the dynamics of last century, is simply the result of a 
historical “myopia”. According to Renes, the traditional landscapes view is a simplification and a 
misunderstanding of the complex histories of landscapes, and the management of landscapes 
should be above all be a management of change.  Thus, conservation must be able to overcome 
the dichotomy between preservation on one hand and development on the other, and here Renes 
includes various approaches of conservation such as as afforestation, ecosystem conservation 
and preservation of traditional agricultural practices (critising in effect the perspectives of Agno-
letti 2014, Baiamonte et al. 2015), 

The second position of the debate recognises in man a strategic agent in guaranteeing the biodi-
versity  of Mediterranean ecosystems, thus also of the agro-systems, since the last glacial period 
(Blondel 2006).  The cultural heritage view is based on the assumption that ecosystems in an ag-
ricultural landscape are a miscellany of species from different natural systems, of a high ecologi-
cal but also cultural value, because its conservation (in which farmers are the main agents) is a 
prerequisite for our cultural heritage as well (Emanuelsson 2009).

Some scholars point out the importance of “breakpoints” along the history for the development 
of Mediterranean biodiversity. An important element to consider is in fact to be aware of the 
wrong pre-assumption we often have about the supposed continuity utilisation of land. Non-
cultivation has always arisen locally due to many factors (wars, plagues, climatic events, and so 
on) and, after such interruptions, the process of re-establishing agricultural practices implies hu-
man and environmental efforts in many times greater than the previous stable periods (e.g. Kjek-
shus´s theory). If we consider as an example prehistory  and ancient times, three periods of inten-
sification, culminating in about 3000 BC, 1300 BC, and in 100 CE, were soon followed by agri-
cultural decline and political-economic simplification or even collapse, which turned out also in 
an abandonment of land (Butzer 2005). Of course the cumulative trajectory  along history is of an 
overall growth, but consideration of variations and breaking points is important to better under-
stand the dynamics of the landscape over the centuries. Otherwise, we may  believe that land-
scapes were utilised continually for hundreds of years. In periods of non- cultivation, the areas of 
agricultural land diminished and forests were able to spread again. It is pretty clear today  how 
without these periods of overgrowth, a significant proportion of European flora and fauna could 
probably  have died out. The alternation between higher and a lower cultivation pressure on the 
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landscape is likely to have been one of the main reason for biodiversity we see today  (see critical 
discussion in Emanuelsson 2009). 

The role of fire used by  people in reshaping the landscape, and plants´ own ability to be combus-
tible (Rackham 2015), also have to be taken into account when referring to the influence they 
may have in the vegetative evolution, as well as the active or passive role of man and other ani-
mals as seeds dispersal (Emanuelsson 2009). Importantly, while stressing the exceptional diver-
sity and dynamic structure of the Mediterranean habitats, Blondel (2006) emphasises the lack of 
quantified data and the still really small knowledge we have, which does not allow us to properly 
reconstruct the entire ecological trajectory of natural communities and, in particular, how living 
systems have adapted both to the intrinsic variability of Mediterranean bioclimates and the long-
term influences of human activity. 

Butzer (2005), as always taking into consideration the process of knowledge acquisition, stresses 
how, together with an authentic interdisciplinary approach, environmental history  of the Mediter-
ranean ought to include in its analysis also the traditional ecological knowledge and the conse-
quent ecological behaviour of rural communities: in the debate about the “good” and harmful” 
ecological behaviour of the farmer it is necessary  to listen to the village voices and the rural eco-
science, which can help us understand the community  decision-making process and how that im-
pacted the environment. 

Some authors (Rackham for instance) goes even beyond the terms of the debate, trying to con-
sider nature itself as an active agent.In other words a perspective overturning the debate, in the 
recognition that we need to consider the relationship  between history  and the biological shape of 
the landscape from the inverse perspective, admitting that specific characteristics of many spe-
cies have also had an impact on the course of human history. Different groups of species at dif-
ferent locations have given mankind highly varied resources with which to build society. Hence, 
the course of history has been partly shaped by biological conditions. Interaction naturally occurs 
here. Rackham (2015) considers for instance woodlands as ecosystems with a life of their own, 
and in which human agency is only one of the many environmental factors. For Rackham each 
species has got its own agenda, regardless of human activities. For instance, and this is very 
relevant to the olive that I am discussing here, the case of pruning is emblematic of the nature-
man type of relationship in his view: the farmer or the woodman decides to prune or not (and it 
benefits the tree), but the decision whether to sprout, sucker or die is of the tree (Rackham 2015). 
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2.4. Olive trees in the Sicilian Landscape: a Historical Ecology perspective
The present thesis is a historical ecology of the plant species Olea europea var. sativa in Sicily, 
the domesticated form of the Olea europea var. sylvestris, commonly known as wild olive. The 
study is concerned with vegetation (Rackham 1983), in other words with the structure, mainte-
nance and history of plant communities, in place of a consideration of the flora, meant as indi-
vidual plant species. For a full understanding of the Olea europea var. sativa dynamics, here I 
provide a brief historical excursus on the topic of its domestication. 

2.4.1. Pre-domestication
Evidence2  of presence of Olea europea var. sylvestris during the Preboreal have been found at 
Grotta dell’Uzzo (North- West of the island, Besnard et al. 2013), suggesting an early  colonisa-
tion of the species (Pasta 2009), as well as in other lakes and sites located in the south- west 
coast, the inner area and the north- east mountains3 of the island (Bisculm et  al. 2012, Calo´et al. 
2012, Noti et al. 2009, Sadori et al. 2008,  Tinner et al. 2009, Sadori et al. 2015)

Reconstructions of the Holocene vegetational dynamics and regional fire history in the evergreen 
vegetation belt of south coastal Sicily has shown that there was a fire-prone open grassland until 
ca 8050 BC, when Pistacia scrubland expanded and fire activity declined, probably  in response 
to increased moisture availability. Olea trees or shrubs expanded ca 6550 BC, declined abruptly 
around 6000 BC, and re-expanded ca 5350–7050 BC (Calo´ et al. 2012). The rather low sum of 
arboreal pollen (i.e. trees and shrubs) prior to ca 4950 BC suggests that  the landscape was still 
open, probably  comparable to the present-day Olea–Pistacia maquis (or ‘‘macchia’’), even dur-
ing periods with highest Olea occurrences. 

Regional fire activity  was rather high in the open environments before the establishment of 
Olea–Quercus ilex forests (maximum at 7590 BC). The fire frequency decreased abruptly  when 
evergreen forests expanded (ca 5050 BC) (Noti et al. 2009; Sadori et al. 2015), and remained 
rather low until ca 800 BC, as frequent anthropogenic burning began (Sadori et al. 2015). Thus, 
wild Olea and associated vegetation seems to have been corresponding to climate variability  but 
resistant to fire (Tinner et al. 2009; Sadori et al. 2015).
Only few palaeosites provide a continuous record of the Holocene vegetation history in Sicily 
(e.g. Urgo di Pietra Giordano and nearby Urgo di Pollicino, Lago di Pergusa). This scarcity of 
palaeosites is quite common in southern Italy, and it is related to the rather dry climatic condi-
tions. Recent studies revealed substantial differences between the coast (Biviere di Gela) and the 
uplands (Lago di Pergusa) (Noti et al. 2009). For instance, deciduous trees (e.g. Quercus, Fagus) 
were important in the uplands, whereas the coast  forest vegetation was dominated by  Mediterra-
nean evergreen trees and shrubs. Quite probably, evergreen forests at the coast expanded at ca 
5050 BC, almost three millennia later than their mixed deciduous–evergreen counterparts in the 
inland, and it  has been suggested that this difference might be explained by different precipita-
tion regimes on the island (Noti et al. 2009; Bisculm et al., 2012). Tinner and colleagues show 
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that Holocene conditions in southern Sicily until 7000 cal yr BP were most probably drier than 
today (Tinner et al. 2009). 
Rather intense agricultural activities persisted for ca 500 years until the  5050 BC when there 
was a  sudden expansion of evergreen forest, as already mentioned above. Quite probably the 
expansion of evergreen Mediterranean forest was climatically-induced and affected the intensive 
Early-Neolithic agriculture (based mainly of cereals and figs), as in cereal-based systems closed 
forest is more difficult to manage than open Mediterranean landscapes. Such a rapid afforestation 
process (and the consequent rise in the level of moisture, Bisculm et al. 2012) could have re-
duced the harvest success and thus forced people to migrate in search of new agricultural land. 
There is however no archaeological evidence for a break in material culture in Sicily at around 
5500–5000 BC, though it is likely that by ca 5000 BC farming had spread from the coast to the 
hilly country of central Sicily (Leighton 1999, Bisculm et al. 2015). After afforestation at ca 
5050 BC, vegetational conditions remained more or less stable for several millennia until the 
coastal forest suddenly collapsed ca 850– 650 BC.

2.4.2. The domestication dilemma
The location and timing of olive tree domestication remains hotly debated (Besnard at al. 2013). 
Olea europea var. sativa domestication could have begun approximately in the 7th century BC 
(Zohary  and Hopf 2000). The oleaster populations were structured in at  least eleven ancestral 
populations, which colonised the Mediterranean basin after the last ice age, following mostly the 
sea-coasts. Based on coincidence of the sampling area and the clusters, some geographic zones 
for the refugee populations have been suggested, and Sicily is one of them (Breton et al. 2012). 
The oleaster is thus a native plant species in Sicily. This species has been able to adapt even to 
the most extreme ecological conditions, giving rise to highly diversified landscapes in the same 
island (Agnoletti 2013). Recently, molecular marker studies, both nuclear and cytoplasmic, have 
revealed that oleasters survived the last Ice Age in eleven refugees. Surprisingly, the refugees are 
less numerous in the East, than in the central Mediterranean and in the West (Breton et al. 2012). 
In conclusion then, there are still several questions on the historic relations (migration) and ge-
netic (selection) of the olive (Breton et  al. 2009). Genetic studies have, however, supported mul-
tiple origins of cultivars across the Mediterranean area, but it remains unclear whether this re-
flects secondary diversification or multiple independent primary events. The absence of genetic 
affinities between wild populations and domestic varieties has been demonstrated, which sug-
gests that domestication processes took place outside the regional territory. Oleaster communities 
(wild olive) are usually small relics of fragmented and degraded forests (Garfi´et al. 2008). In 
addition, it must be taken into duly account findings which suggest wild olive plants in Sicily 
having evolved separately from the cultivated olive varieties (Contento et al. 2002). Thus, the 
western Mediterranean was not a major primary centre of domestication of the olive tree, and the 
genetic evidence for multi-local origins of cultivars may be explained by secondary domestica-
tion events involving crosses between newly introduced cultivars and local oleasters across the 
entire Mediterranean (Besnard at al. 2013).
The domestication of Olea europea var. sativa is considered to have occurred most likely in the 
Near-East and then it spread further from the East to the West of the Mediterranean basin with 
human migrations (Besnard at al. 2013). Although the oleaster and the olive were already  present 
in the landscape, the Greeks probably  introduced new olive cultivation methods (Barbera and 
Biasi 2011). The olive is the cultivated form Olea europaea var. sativa, whereas the oleaster is 
the wild form of Olea europaea subsp. europaea. 

There is also a deep gap  in knowledge of the reasons why people domesticated the olive. Proba-
bly its fruits were used directly, thus the purpose of domestication was to increase fruit size and 
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improve their quality, as well as to produce oil, whose first use were probably shamanistic and 
for illumination (Forbes 1978).

 

2.5. Trees as a crop
With the domestication of the oleaster started a new era in farming that we might call the tree 
crops or “wooden crops” (Emanuelsson 2009) invention, which has been lasting in several forms 
until today. 

The start of Greek colonisation is dated to ca 735 BC (Leigthon 1999) in coastal Sicily. Strong 
increase in agricultural and fire activity is documented at around 600 BC at Biviere di Gela and 
between the 8th and the 6th centuries BC at Gorgo Basso (Tinner et al. 2009). A similar develop-
ment occurred also at Lago di Pergusa between the 8th and the 5th centuries BC. The expansion of 
Greek colonists to the inland and to the mountain areas, which was still inhabited by Italic peo-
ples, was limited (Bisculm et al. 2012). The first domestication of olive trees probably started 
very experimentally, originating as part of more “mixed” cultivations (Emanuelsson 2009; Mat-
tingly 2013).

During the Classical Era, both Greeks and Romans implanted extensive agrarian systems mainly 
orbiting around crops such as wheat (all over the island) and wine, as well as olives (Barbera and 
Cullotta 2012). Around the 3rd century BC, the Romans defeated the Greek cities and conquered 
all Sicily (Bisculm et al. 2012). Human impact on the environment increased and Romans im-
planted an extensive agrarian systems mainly  orbiting around crops such as wheat and wine, but 
with the presence of a few olive trees in many cases (Barbera and Cullotta 2012). It is the begin-
ning of the latifundium, a central element of the Sicilian land structure  that has lasted in a more 
or less similar form for two millennia. 

As discussed above, the early  Medieval period was a period characterised by a general decline 
and strong abandonment due to the crisis of the Late- Roman agrarian system (Belvedere 1995). 
Above all monasteries took care of the abandoned land, and with it  also of the olive trees (Du-
four 1992). With the arrival of the Arabs on the island, an authentic revolution began from an 
agricultural point of view, with the introduction of new crops, innovative soil and water man-
agement systems (Benedetto and Giordano 2008), a completely different approach to agriculture 
which, for its broader and holistic nature, could indeed been defined as agro-ecology. This was a 
revolution which lasted for several centuries and marked deeply  the agrarian landscape of the 
island; it was the beginning of the coltura promiscua system.  

From the Norman kingdom onwards, the latifundia system was re-established and olive trees, 
where kept or newly planted, were associated with other crops considered of major importance 
(Cortonesi 2005; Matthew 1992). 

The latifundia system was officially  dismantled after the Second World War, but the new land 
system (based on small- scale private properties) was not able to provide peasants and farmers 
with enough means to make a living. New agricultural techniques were adopted (Barone 1987; 
Lupo 1987; Barbera and Cullotta 2012) and, supported by public development policies, but only 
a few bigger farms were able to persist, focusing mainly on the old agricultural patterns of the 
island: cereals and citrus fruits, followed by vineyards. Olive remained a marginal crops com-
pared to them. The last fifty years have seen a strong intensification agricultural process in the 
island, based on crop  simplification which, together with the maintenance of the previous land 
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structure based on the cultivation of wheat, citrus trees and vineyard (in few cases), with some 
interest also in olive crops. Organised olive plantations have started to appear, above all in inland 
hills and coastal areas (mainly as a consequence of the CAP development funding system which 
will be discussed in more detail in the following chapters), while Sicilian mountains and most 
rural inaccessible areas have been characterised by a high degree of abandonment (Agnoletti 
2013). 

Nowadays, olive trees (both old- century trees and younger ones) covers a surface of 1.418, 098 
square Km in Sicily, which is the 5,51% of the overall surface of the island (ISTAT 2014). Olives 
are thus a minority crop  in the island, as it is easily  recognisable from the Fig 3, in which I show 
land cover in olives. 

Fig 3: Land cover in olives highlighted in blue (Corine Land Cover 2006).
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3. Time

In order to develop my historical ecology of the Sicilian olive trees, I have tried to structure the 
narrative and analyses around what I call connecting points. The first node of connection I used 
is time and, more specifically, in my work, I have tried to identify historical “breaking points”. 
Historical breaking points are big points in time (they could have been historical events, or cli-
matic episodes for instance) which may have affected the olive trees patterns of the island; in my 
view, such breaking points can be conceived as nodes of entanglements (Hodder 2012), connect-
ing not only  different temporal periods, but also spatial scales in various ways as we will see. To 
understand more precisely  how I have structured this work, I suggest the reader to imagine they 
are using a camera with a zoom, which is also a “time machine”, able to let us switch from one 
historical period to another, while zooming in  and out at specific spatial scales. 

In this chapter, I will discuss the seven historical breaking points I have defined, some of them 
with floating boundaries and connections with both social and natural events. They have also 
been summarised in the table 1, where it is possible to have a view at a longue durée perspective 
on agricultural changes (which I used for my historical analysis). Due to the time constraints of a 
Master thesis I have not been able to delve into detail in each of these breaking points periods. 
Rather I see each of these as possible starting points for new projects. Nonetheless,  I have cho-
sen to do a deeper analyses of the ten years of Common Agriculture Policy implementation and 
its effect on the olive trees of the island. Thus the chapter contains a focus on one specific his-
torical breakpoint.  I am aware that for the extent and complexity  of the specific matter mine is 
just a preliminary brief contribution however. Below follows a brief presentation of each defined 
breaking point and then the extended analyses of the Common Agriculture Policy  implementa-
tion selected years.

Longue durée Period Year Historical Breakpoints Olive trees breakpoints

First forms of agri-
culture by indige-

nous people
6550 BC
5000 BC

6550 BC First agriculture forms by in-
digenous people

Wild olive trees and shrubs 
expansionFirst forms of agri-

culture by indige-
nous people

6550 BC
5000 BC 5500 BC

5000 BC
Expansion of agriculture from 

the coast to the hilly inner areas
Afforestation at 5050 BC and 
stable vegetation conditions 

Intensification of 
agriculture

5000 BC
650 BC

850 BC
650 BC

Intensification in farming activi-
ties

Collapse of the coastal for-
ests

First addomestication of wild 
olive in middle East

Further agriculture 
development by 

Greeks and Romans
Classical pe-

riod

735 BC
242 BC Greek colonisation

Deforestation, increase in 
agriculture and fire activity, 

first addomestication of Sicil-
ian wild olivesFurther agriculture 

development by 
Greeks and Romans

Classical pe-
riod

242 BC
476 AD Roman colonisation

Great increase in cultivation/
latifundia establishment

Deforestation
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Longue durée Period Year Historical Breakpoints Olive trees breakpoints

Land abandonment 
and take over of 

some lands by mon-
asteries

 Early Middle 
Ages

476 AD
800 AD

“Dark Ages” (500 AD- 600 AD)

Great Plague (541- 542) and its 
cyclical return (558, 573- 574)

Epidemic in 745- 746 AD

Agricultural decline, above 
all in marginal areas and 

most recently cultivated parts 
of the least fertile areas= 

former half- open pastures 
became forested and fields 

became overgrown.
Demographic decline

Agriculture revolu-
tion in Sicily

831 AD
1130 AD

831 AD Palermo capital city of the Mus-
lim realm in Sicily

Agriculture revolution
Secondary importance for 

olive cropsAgriculture revolu-
tion in Sicily

831 AD
1130 AD

997 AD
 1030AD

Muslim splendour period in Sic-
ily 

Agriculture revolution
Secondary importance for 

olive crops

Most land in Europe 
was used for agricul-

ture and food pro-
duction; re-

establishment of the 
latifundia system in 

Sicily

Little Ice Age

Late Middle 
Ages and 

Modern Times

1130 AD Creation of Norman Kingdom of 
Italy by Roger II Latifundia re-establishment

Most land in Europe 
was used for agricul-

ture and food pro-
duction; re-

establishment of the 
latifundia system in 

Sicily

Little Ice Age

Late Middle 
Ages and 

Modern Times

1300AD
1400 AD Black Dead

Population/Agricultural de-
cline <---> vegetation over-

growth

Most land in Europe 
was used for agricul-

ture and food pro-
duction; re-

establishment of the 
latifundia system in 

Sicily

Little Ice Age

Late Middle 
Ages and 

Modern Times

1489/90 AD 
1521 AD Very long period of drought Crops and trade failures

Most land in Europe 
was used for agricul-

ture and food pro-
duction; re-

establishment of the 
latifundia system in 

Sicily

Little Ice Age

Late Middle 
Ages and 

Modern Times

1580 AD
1600 AD

Economic and demographic cri-
sis

Deepest crisis in 1591 AD

Agriculture decline

Most land in Europe 
was used for agricul-

ture and food pro-
duction; re-

establishment of the 
latifundia system in 

Sicily

Little Ice Age

Late Middle 
Ages and 

Modern Times

1672 AD Strong famine in the island Agriculture decline

Most land in Europe 
was used for agricul-

ture and food pro-
duction; re-

establishment of the 
latifundia system in 

Sicily

Little Ice Age

Late Middle 
Ages and 

Modern Times
1693 AD Earthquake Agriculture decline

Most land in Europe 
was used for agricul-

ture and food pro-
duction; re-

establishment of the 
latifundia system in 

Sicily

Little Ice Age

Late Middle 
Ages and 

Modern Times
1691 AD
1694 AD Worse winters

disastrous harvests

Most land in Europe 
was used for agricul-

ture and food pro-
duction; re-

establishment of the 
latifundia system in 

Sicily

Little Ice Age

Late Middle 
Ages and 

Modern Times

1713 AD
1714 AD Strong drought 

disastrous harvests

Most land in Europe 
was used for agricul-

ture and food pro-
duction; re-

establishment of the 
latifundia system in 

Sicily

Little Ice Age

Late Middle 
Ages and 

Modern Times

1784 AD
1785 AD Worse winters

disastrous harvests

Most land in Europe 
was used for agricul-

ture and food pro-
duction; re-

establishment of the 
latifundia system in 

Sicily

Little Ice Age

Late Middle 
Ages and 

Modern Times

1764 AD Strong famine in the island

disastrous harvests

Most land in Europe 
was used for agricul-

ture and food pro-
duction; re-

establishment of the 
latifundia system in 

Sicily

Little Ice Age

Late Middle 
Ages and 

Modern Times

1812 AD
1813 AD Worse winters

disastrous harvests

Most land in Europe 
was used for agricul-

ture and food pro-
duction; re-

establishment of the 
latifundia system in 

Sicily

Little Ice Age

Late Middle 
Ages and 

Modern Times

1816 AD The year without a summer

disastrous harvests

Agriculture was still 
the main economic 
sector of the island

Fascism 1922 AD
1944 AD

Land reform: “Battle for grain” 
and “Colonisation of the lati-

fundium”

Realisation of drainage 
works in some wet lands; 
protectionism policites;
citrus, olives crops and 
trades fell down of 50%

1944 AD
1945 AD

Land reform: 
latifundia dismantlement

Distribution of land to peas-
ants; slow development of 

small farms
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Longue durée Period Year Historical Breakpoints Olive trees breakpoints

Agriculture sup-
ported development 
from national and 

international bodies 

Italy as a 
Democratic 

Republic

1949 AD
1957 AD

Marshall plan and public aids to 
reconstruct agriculture after the 

World War II
Implementation of several 
measures to improve cropsAgriculture sup-

ported development 
from national and 

international bodies 

Italy as a 
Democratic 

Republic

1957 AD
2016 AD

Land abandonment
Urbanisation development

CAP and national rural develop-
ment policies

Intensification and simplifi-
cation

Abandonment of most re-
mote olive crops and estab-
lishment of new systematic 
and irrigated crops in some 

areas of the island

Table 1: Breaking points in the historical ecology of the olive trees in Sicily.

3.1. Classical period
The classical Greeks, and after them the Romans, already had a deep and advanced knowledge 
about olive tree cultivation, the best  location for their plantation according to the soil and cli-
matic conditions, the optimal spatial arrangement in relationship  with the other crops, the care of 
the plant and the processing of their fruits (Dalby  2011). They understood that olives could be 
grown successfully on steep hillsides, permitting an expansion of agriculture to new ecological 
niches. Olive trees have open canopies and can also be grown in widely-spaced wheat fields, 
without competing for space with the other crops. Orchard planting on hillsides stimulated ef-
forts at artificial terracing in some areas (Butzer 2005). At the same time, deforestation of the 
island for agricultural purposes started (Tinner et al. 2009). 

If we look at the different areas of the island, they could have different aspects because latifundia 
might have been accompanied by medium- size estates and perhaps smallholdings as well. In 
other words, an agrarian landscape quite varied and divided; this picture however does not pre-
vent from thinking of the latifundium - extended or comprising several estates owned by a single 
person- as having the predominant organising and economic effect on landscape (Belvedere 
1995). And it  has also been attested during that time the definite collapse of evergreen Olea eu-
ropaea and Quercus ilex forests (Tinner et. al. 2009). 

There were two separate strategies for olive cultivation in the classical Greek period. One ap-
proach was to plant olive trees in really stony  and steep  locations, where other cultivations were 
impossible. Olive trees did not require particular care and in time they  produced olives, even 
though of course not in the same quantities as trees planted more regularly in flat  terraces or 
fields. Another type of crop was often grown between the trees in plains. Generally speaking, in 
the beginning olive growing was quite probably a way of extracting something of value from 
relatively infertile, steep-sloped and rocky  areas. It is important also to emphasise that olive cul-
tivation provided not only olives for food and oil, but also small-wood for burning and timber for 
carpentry (Emanuelsson 2009; Mattingly 2013). Mattingly furthermore stresses in reference to 
Roman times, how particular landscape management techniques were chosen by Romans 
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because they answered economic and social needs, and not for ecological or environmental con-
siderations (Mattingly 2013). 

The main point with the beginning of cultivation of olive as a crops could be in fact one of sur-
plus. The productivity of olives quite soon exceeds the consumption of an extended group of 
people and, developing the technical knowledge to produce a marketable surplus, ancient people 
were able to have a product  to sell; oil was also easier than grain to store over long- term and 
transport over long distances. In this process, some scholars (Butzer 2005; Barone 1987; Bevi-
lacqua 1990) have seen the beginning of the growth of proto-urban markets, while at the same 
time promoting the intensification of the rural economy. 

3.2.  Early Middle Ages
A distant  volcano apparently produced a chain of events in 536-7 AD. In Italy  there were cold, 
drought, famine and a “dry fog” witnessed by Procopius in Sicily. It  preceded a great  drought in 
539 AD and the coming of the Great Plague in 541- 542 AD, with cyclical returns in 558 and 
573- 574 AD (Chiarelli 2011). With these Apocalypse-like disasters, the great Byzantine Empire 
declined into the “Dark Ages” (Grove and Rackham 2012), a period of general stagnation first 
and then followed by extensive decline during the 6th and the 7th century. The Roman Empire, 
and its administrative system collapsed, people from Central and North Europe invaded the em-
pire areas of the South and a strong contraction of population occurred. As a consequence of 
such decline process, agriculture practices were abandoned, above all in marginal areas, and in 
fact pollen diagrams show an increase in forestation during this period: former half- open pas-
tures became forested and fields became overgrown (Emanuelsson 2009). From this period we 
have little data specifically  on Sicily, but another epidemic in 745- 746 AD affected the farm-
lands and depopulated the cities. However, from Sicily shipments of grain to Rome and other 
regions of Italy, as well as to Constantinople, continued throughout the period (Christie 2013). 
This indicates that Sicily sustained itself better economically than other regions following the 
two-century period of epidemics and economic downturn (Chiarelli 2011). 
The general decline in the Byzantine economy and commercial activity seems to have caused a 
regionalisation of trade throughout the Byzantine provinces. Sicilian cities appear to have suf-
fered a fall in activity during this process: Agrigento, Enna and Syracuse were no longer major 
urban centres, while the ancient cities, such as Gela, Segesta and Solunto, disappeared. The de-
population of urban areas caused the inhabitants to escape the cities and find some safe places in 
the countryside, where many sought to settle in hilltop communities such as Enna, Agira and 
Taormina (Chiarelli 2011). Their flight caused a ruralisation of the economy, but the production 
and sale of grain, especially wheat, which was crucial to the island´s economy, appears to have 
continued to be strong. This may indicate that the economic down turn was erratic and not con-
tinuous.  We can assume also that the olive cultivation continued even though we have few num-
bers. Thus, even though there must have been an overall decrease in the island´s population, the 
landscape of Byzantine Sicily in the 8th century seems to have consisted of a few large city cen-
tres, numerous villages and dispersed homes (Chiarelli 2011), while the abandoned marginal 
lands were interested by afforestation and erosion phenomena, above all on the formerly terraced 
hill- slopes (Christie 2013). 
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Christie has shown how, regardless the “collapse” main feature of the era emphasised by many 
scholars, land continued to be farmed however during the Early Middle Ages. Peasants showed 
in fact evident signs of resilience, in the creation of refugia for them and their family, and in the 
re- establishment of pre- Roman land exploitation forms, which was now no longer aimed to 
produce surplus of foodstuffs and goods but for household subsistence (Christie 2013). 

3.3. The Muslim revolution and the Olivo Saraceno mystery
Between the 9th and the 12th century AD, Sicily  came under the political domination and, thus, 
also the cultural influence of the Islam empire. Arab and Byzantine medieval sources confirm 
that, when the Muslim conquered the island, the cities had few inhabitants (Chiarelli 2011). After 
the initial fights and migrations around the first decades of the 9th century, many Berbers came 
apparently not as isolated fighters of the Holy War, but as organised tribal units of several hun-
dreds families linked into clans. These streams of immigrants fled the famines, civil and religious 
wars afflicting North Africa. Sicily attracted these people because of its fertility; in 831 the Arabs 
concluded the conquest of the island: Palermo then became the capital city of Islam in Sicily 
(Chiarelli 2011; Barbera 2007). 
The Muslim domination had a strong impact in the demographic and economic asset of the is-
land: some ancient cities lost their importance (as Syracuse, Catania and Messina), while new 
cities emerged: Agrigento, Marsala, Mazzara, Trapani, and of course the splendid Palermo. Also 
trade fluxes move their direction from the north to the south, and the rest of the Muslim realm 
territories (North Africa) became the main exchange areas which Sicily would deal with. In the 
interior of the island there were many settlements made up of “eagle nest” communities. These 
were composed of castles and groups of homes barely accessible by only one road or by donkey 
path between mountains separated by steep valleys. These hilltop communities were reoccupied 
during the Arab period after their abandonment during late Roman times. It appears that inner 
Sicily was populated by less numerous communities than today, and about one- third of all vil-
lages were nearly self- sufficient. In the case of Sicily, the Muslim conquest caused a reversal in 
the demographic and economic decline. The growth of an urban population caused a greater need 
for food supplies, which stimulated agriculture and generated investment in landed property 
(Chiarelli 2011). 
Muslim migration also brought to Sicily an “agrarian revolution”: new farming techniques, new 
crops, and new social and economic conditions all merged in a systemic and holistic, modern 
vision of the field which has modified noticeably  the island agricultural system and landscape for 
centuries (Barbera 2007; Barbera et al. 2005; Barbera and Cullotta 2012). It is not wrong at  all to 
define the Muslim agrarian revolution as “the” revolution of the agriculture in Sicily, even 
though it is always necessary to take into great account the already advanced agricultural knowl-
edge local people had in the sector from ancient times. This local knowledge the Arabs included 
in their peculiar approach was based on what we could define as agro-ecology, giving rise to a 
comprehensive vision of the agro-system (Chiarelli 2011). 

The “secret” of the Muslim agrarian revolution could be found mainly in their ability to manage 
water and to create an efficient irrigation system allowing a sustainable use of the resource water. 
Wonderful gardens based on the coltura promiscua principle were established, where olive trees 
could grow together with citrus trees and other plantations. The Muslim influence also included 
the revival of the coastal areas of Sicily (Palermo and Catania above all), areas already famous 
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during the ancient times for their fruits crops. Under the Muslims such plains, and the one 
around Palermo above all became fully populated by polyculture of fruit trees, gardens and 
parks, and such a vegetative heterogeneity and splendour contributed to give it the name of 
“Conca d´oro” (Golden valley) (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4): an authentic eco- mosaic of a great ecological 
value, in which coltura promiscua plantations were associated with specialised fruit crops, gar-
dens, parks, and even some wood areas (Barbera 2007; Barbera et al. 2005; Barbera and Cullotta 
2012). Muslim land setting and management was duly organised according to the most efficient 
management of water, and with a new fiscal system that favoured the small- scale property (Bar-
bera 2007). 

In wonderful watered gardens which sometimes turned out into real woods, olive trees could 
grow together with new introduced fruit species (above all citrus trees). In the drier areas, olive 
trees continued to be associated with wheat crops and in some cases to mark the borders between 
farms, while close to the shoreline they were used to along the borders to protect other more 
fragile trees and crops from the wind, as you can see in the ancient map shown in Fig. 4 (Dufour 
1992; Barbera et al. 2005; Barbera and Cullotta 2012). 

In some respects, during the Muslim domination, the olive tree as a crop lost its previous impor-
tance from a productive point of view, and most of the oil for dietary purposes was imported 
from Africa, while the one produced in Sicily  was mainly exported and used for lamps, since the 
Sicilian oil was not  edible due to its bad taste (Barbera 2006; Chiarelli 2011). Olives nonetheless 
did not lose their importance in the ecosystem, in fact Arabs continued to plant and grow olive 
trees because they conceived olive as a natural protection for other crops, thus the olive  had 
great ecological value. 
The importance of the Muslim agrarian revolution in Sicily is testified also by the traditional 
ecological knowledge of the local people. There is a specific type of olive tree having a peculiar  
inner twisted shape of the trunk (as you can see in Fig. 5), called by Sicilian people “Olivo Sara-
ceno” (Saracen olive tree) to indicate that the tree was planted during the Muslim domination of 
Sicily. This type of tree can be found mainly in the Palermo and Trapani areas, and only in very 
ancient specimens. What makes the Olivo Saraceno an authentic mystery is the fact that, from a 
plant physiology point of view, the trees analysed are not specimens of the same cultivar4, 
Scholars have not been able to infer if Olivo Saraceno is a specific variety of plant or, instead, 
the result of a particular practice of pruning and caring for olive. So, scientifically speaking, the 
Olivo Saraceno does not exist at all. While, both in the traditional ecological knowledge and the 
literary tradition (from Pirandello to Camilleri) the Olivo Saraceno has a precise and distinctive 
identity (Zanfi 2012).
To evaluate properly the importance of the agricultural revolution brought by Muslim in Sicily 
we have to adopt a longue durée historical perspective: with the introduction of new fruit crops 
and a different management of the agro-systems, above all in its irrigation structures, since the 
9th century AD, the coastal Sicilian landscape has evolved specialising in the citrus crops, and 
giving rise to the further development of towns and trades related to these citrus plantations. 
Again, it is the Sicily of the tree, which seems to have been more dynamic than the inner areas in 
the modern and contemporary history, where above all cerealia have been growing for centuries 
(Barbera 2007; Barone 1987). The Italian environmental historian Bevilcqua notices in fact how 
the latifundia system, regardless the Mediterranean network of trades and exchanges it has been 
part of for a long time, has always been in some respect “frozen”  and static, in other words not 
able to modernise itself and foster a dynamic development of the surrounding communities 
(Bevilacqua 1990). 
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The Muslim revolution could be really seen as a breakpoint in the agricultural history of Sicily, 
but also a node of connection between the past and the following centuries: Arabs did not deny 
the previous Classical knowledge and the traditional ecological knowledge of the local commu-
nities in Sicily, but they included a huge and important heritage in a modern system able to en-
compass the ecological complexity of the agriculture systems, with a broader approach in which 
even the landscape dynamics were taken into account, as well as the needs of the specific local 
areas. In the slow affirmation of a new agricultural system and landscape, we could be able to 
read the importance of multicultural and interdisciplinary dialogue between cultures: this quite 
probably is the greater value of the Muslim “agricultural revolution” in Sicily. 

3.4.  Feudalism, trade and life underground 
During the Norman period (12th and 14th centuries AD) the first forms of the barons feudal sys-
tem were introduced in Sicily, even though they were based on the ancient land structure of the 
Roman latifundia system (von Falkenhausen 2013). This particular type of land ownership and 
management lasted until the 20th century and has got an extremely deep influence not only in the 
management of lands and agriculture in Sicily, but also in the social and cultural systems of the 
island. These large estates were not only owned by aristocratic and wealthy people, but such 
huge properties testified the more and more strong temporal power of the Catholic church (Chi-
arelli 2011; Christie 2013; Bernardi 2016). 

The main source we have for this period is Idrisi, the Islamic geographer who was the author of 
the first map of the Mediterranean world (accompanied by a detailed description of all the places 
he visited) for the king Roger the II. In “The book of Roger”, Idrisi describes an island rich in 
vegetation and fruit crops along its shorelines (Palermo and Catania above all), while an ex-
tended cultivation of cereals (traded and exported as well with the Genoese and Pisans) both in 
some parts of the coasts and in the inner areas (Al- Idrisi ed. 1994 and 2010; Amari 2004; Abu-
lafia 2012).
Palermo remained a big commercial port at that time, together with Naples; and in the city it is 
attested the presence of 28 small oil-mills which produced oil (Cortonesi 2005). Olive tree as 
crops were not systematic yet however, and the most important feature of this period is for sure 
the re- establishment of the latifundia system, extremely large estates owned by a single noble or 
wealthy person, or by a bishop, and managed locally by some tenants and peasants working on 
them. They were based essentially on grain cultivation, while olive crops or other trees crops 
would represent just an integration to the overall production. Not relying anymore on North Af-
rica (still under the Muslims) for its trade exchanges, the new routes of the surpluses produced in 
the island were found in the north (through the Pisan, Venetian and Geovan merchants) and east, 
especially Egypt and Jerusalem, where Sicily was able to export seasonal fruit, oil and a great 
quantity of timber (Al Idrisi ed. 1994 and 2010; Amari 2004; Matthew 1992). In the late Middle 
Ages the importance of trades from Sicily decreased however, since the hub moved towards the 
new countries which were being discovered in the meanwhile (Dufour 1992). 
Middle Ages were also the period when several oil- mills started to be realised underground. In 
the Cansisi area of the Cava Grande necropolis, for instance, it is possible to visit what remains 
of a 14th century church and some other rooms dedicated to dwelling and economic activities, as 
milling of the olives (Rizzone and Terranova 2008).  Underground remains like the above men-
tioned testify the late Middle Ages fears of the Turkish pirates´ incursions in the island, above all 
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in its coastal areas (Dufour 1992), within the overall historical  and cultural framework of the 
Crusades (Tyerman 2005). 
From the Norman kingdom onwards, the latifundia system was re-established and olive trees, 
where kept or newly planted, were associated with other crops considered of major importance 
(Cortonesi 2005; Matthew 1992). The secondary role given to this crop may  easily explain also 
why we do lack relevant literature on the topic. From the first  cartographic representation we 
have, which started to be systematic in the Middle Ages, we know that olive tree were growing 
in the surroundings of Messina, Palermo, Paterno´ and Marsala, while from the 14th century AD 
the plantations of large olive groves started in the estates (latifundia) owned by wealthy and 
important families (Dufour 1992; Violante 2013). 

3.5. Little Ice Age: clusters of events 1691-1694, 1713- 1714,  1812- 1814
From the 17th to the 19th century, together with the rest of Europe, Sicily  was affected by the Lit-
tle Ice Age. Several clusters of extreme events from a climatic point of view occurred respec-
tively around 1691- 1694, 1713- 1714 and 1812- 1814, which affected the island crops  remarka-
bly. Unfortunately, the lack of documentation and resources about these events is deep, so it is 
difficult to evaluate properly the consequence that such extreme events had on the olive trees of 
the island. We do now that Sicily was afflicted by a series of disastrous harvests in 1691, 1692 
and 1694 due to heavy snowfalls and frosts. The 1690s were probably  the coldest decade of the 
whole century (Grove and Rackham 2012). 

Frost in the west Mediterranean caused the olive oil crop  to fail (over and above its biennial ten-
dency), and we know for example that it encouraged the oil merchants and soap-boilers of Mar-
seilles to look for sources out of reach of severe frost; they went to buy in Crete, whose trees 
were not hit by the frost (Grove and Rackham 2012). So which could have been the situation in 
Sicily? Frost or warm climate?

References provide knowledge of a strong winter in 1709, which ruined most of the olive trees in 
the south of France and north Italy; Crete was not affected by this cold event, so we might infer 
that all the south of Europe could have been able to escape it. A strong drought in the eastern 
Mediterranean occurred in 1713- 14, while the years 1784-1785 had long winters in Italy, as well 
as in 1812 and 1814, followed by the “year without a summer” in 1816 (Grove and Rackham 
2012). 

A frost  of -13° C kills the olive to the ground; its base survives but needs to be re-grafted, and 
takes several years to produce olives again. Ancient olives, longest-lived of crop plants, contain a 
record of historic frosts. When analysing each single location, a limit to the possible severity  of 
Little Ice Age frosts is set by  the upper limit of ancient olive-trees from an altitude point of view 
and the patterns of their stems: single big stemmed olive trees could have survived the winter of 
1709 (if that was the case in Sicily), while multi- stemmed trees could be a sign of ancient  frost 
damage (Grove and Rackham 2012). Further research is need on this period for sure, since it 
may shade light on new insights about the olive trees of the island. 
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3.6. Land reforms 1930- 1950
Mussolini´s fashion for national self- sufficiency  led him to launch in 1920s the “Battle for 
Grain”: marginal lands in Sicily were brought into production by  an exaggerate use of fertilisers 
and drainage for some wet areas, but it was nonetheless a total failure; Sicily´s food exports 
(above all olive oil and citrus) fell by a half (Grove and Rackham 2012). 

Furthermore, in 1940, Mussolini established also the “Body for the colonisation of the latifun-
dium” which, in his intentions, should have been in charge of the splitting process of the latifun-
dia in several small agricultural units, then to be rent  to the peasants who were working on them 
for the owners of those big estates. Mussolini could not wait, and already a few years before 
1940, the building of small houses for the peasants started, without any preliminary  pianification 
at all (Lupo 1987). Soon after, when Italy joined the Second World War, the activities of the 
Body for the colonisation of the latifundium ended (Valussi 1968).

From the Atlante Fisico Economico d´Italia, published in 1940, and which provides maps and 
data about the olive land cover during the Fascism period, we know that in most  of the island the 
intensity of olive growing (also in its specialised form) was classified between 5 and 15%, with 
only a few areas reaching higher percentages (the whole north coast from west to east, Etna 
slopes and the east coast of Sicily, the inner areas of the Ragusa province, a part of the Agrigento 
province southern coast) (Fig. 6) (Dainelli 1940). 

In 1945 Sicily had a population of about five million. Agriculture occupied more than half the 
population; yet one-third of the land was in the hands of only 1.300 owners, mostly under-
capitalised arable farmers. Soon after the end of the Second World War, when Italy became a 
democratic republic, national laws progressively dismantled the latifundium system. 193 thou-
sands of hectares (only the 8,5% of the overall regional surface) were confiscated and given to 
18.000 peasants (Bacarella 2003). In 1948 a new law made criminals those owners who had 
more than 200 hectares of contiguous land. Many  big landowners sold their estates to avoid con-
fiscation, and poor people were finally  able to buy a few hectares. State agencies were estab-
lished to manage the distribution of new holdings, and providing public services such as irriga-
tion and roads. This reform met with some success since approximately  3.000 sq. km of new 
farms (covering one-fifth of Sicily) were created. Unfortunately, the island was facing strong 
out- migration of the population, due to the the general economic crisis after the war. Further-
more, the new farms set up thanks to the land reform were too small to allow farmers to make a 
living. Already by the 1962 the 15% of farmers had abandoned them; others were kept going by 
job-creation in forestry (Grove and Rackham 2012). 

The agency in charge of the agrarian reform (made by the same people, structures and compe-
tences who migrated from the Fascim “Body for the colonisation of the latifundium” into the 
“Regional Body for the Agrarian Reform” in 1950, Lupo 1987) and the general rural develop-
ment fostered by the state had also an impact on the intensification and simplification (in the 
sense of specialisation) in some areas of the island, suggesting farmers to change the old crops 
(wheat, olive, almonds, vineyard, and so on) with new ones, like orange, peach and vineyard as 
trees, artichoke, melon and pepper as vegetables. Several artificial lakes and irrigation systems 
were realised to provide water for these new crops, and quite probably old trees used in the past 
as borders and protections against the wind were removed to put artificial (plastic) protection 
(Marchetti et. al. 2002). Intensive agriculture meant in Sicily also extensive use of insecticides, 
fungicides and weedkillers (Benedetto and Giordano 2008).
Nonetheless, some scholars have seen in the abolishment of the latifundia structures the starting 
point of a new era for the peasants´ working conditions and for Sicilian agriculture as a whole, 
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which- thanks to the introduction of some innovations in the irrigation systems and the water 
supply for people, has slowly  led to the development of the few rural excellence Sicily may 
praise to have today (Cipolla 2003). We do not have specific information about how this process 
affected the olive trees of the island, but it would be for sure very  interesting to investigate more 
on this point. 

3.7. European Union
European Union policies on rural development and environmental protection, and their local im-
plementation (directly or through national and regional laws and programmes), have had for sure 
a highly significative impact on the Sicilian landscape and its olive trees.
The first  aspect that differ from the immediate past is specialisation and intensification: the old 
coltura promiscua, the mixed agricultural system which had previously dominated in large areas 
of the island, from the 1970s started to disappear. It could take the form of crop specialisation 
(with cereal production becoming almost predominant, followed by vegetables and fruit crops) 
or livestock farms. The first geometric olive groves started to appear. Afforestation or spontane-
ous overgrowth have instead begun again in those large areas of the island not very easily culti-
vable on a large scale according to intensification purposes (Emanuelsson 2009).
New regional and global hierarchies emerged and progressively have been imposed since the 
1970s, with the result that  quite often these processes have broken the intimate relationship a lo-
cal society had with its land; the impact of the CAP upon the landscape could be an example 
(Antrop 2005) and for sure Sicily is a case.
From 1992 a new trend was gradually set, with several strategic initiatives for the conservation 
of the traditional coltura promiscua or agro- forestry systems (e.g. systems with hazelnut crops, 
pistachio crops, citrus orchards, terracing systems), as well as for the increase of the structural 
and ecological diversity in the open lands (e.g. creation of green belts, adoption of farming prac-
tices with lower environmental impact, etc.) (Barbera and Cullotta 2012). 
The following subchapter is dedicated to an in depth study of the complexities of this particular 
breaking points. I will focus on the years 1994- 2013, which have been characterised by the im-
plementation of the CAP policy through the regional instruments of the rural development pro-
grammes. 

3.7.1. EU agricultural policies: 1994- 2013
In Western Europe the 20th century  was characterised by technological development and transi-
tions in food consumption (Grigg 1995). The demand for food, together with structural changes 
in agriculture, led to increased intensification, concentration and specialisation of agricultural 
production in some areas and marginalisation and abandonment in others, having a deep impact 
on landscape as well (van Zanden 1991; Martiin et al. 2016). With the establishment of the 
Common Agricultural Policy  (CAP) by the European Economic Community in 1957, the priority 
was the increase in agricultural productivity (Lefebvre et al. 2015). The CAP offered a system of 
subsidies and incentives to farmers, in order to promote expansion in agricultural production, 
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inducing farmers to increase their production area and intensify  cultivation. In the following dec-
ades, field sizes in the old Member States increased while hedgerows were removed, woodlands 
deforested and wetlands and peat bogs drained to make way for agriculture; the homogeneous 
landscapes of large field sizes are still predominant in many agricultural areas of western Europe 
(Frost et al. 2007).

Over the last three decades, the need to integrate environmental concerns into agricultural prac-
tices and the multifunctional role of farming were recognised (Lefebvre et al. 2015). Since the 
1992 McSharry  reforms, Agenda 2000, and the CAP reforms of 2003/4, farmers have been sub-
sided not for production, but for maintenance of land, creation of environmental assets and for 
diversification of farming practices. CAP has thus become a policy  supporting a more heteroge-
neous rural landscape (Frost et al. 2007). The Agenda 2000 reform established also a Rural De-
velopment Policy, through which regions have been entitled to design and manage Rural Devel-
opment Plans within a six- year time frame, granted under the Pillar II of the CAP (Lefebvre et 
al. 2015; Daugbeirg and Swinbank. 2007) 

In Mediterranean Europe, since the 1950s the “coltura promiscua” (the traditional mixed cultiva-
tion discussed in Chapter 3.3) has been replaced by intensive land management systems, charac-
terised by the leveling of slopes in hilly areas and new plantations of vineyards, olive groves and 
orchards (Costantini and Barbetti 2007). Until 2000 the CAP support system was focused on fa-
vouring the most intense and competitive plantation types, with specific regard to the olive oil 
sector. The CAP policies meant that large financial support was given to the producers with the 
highest annual net incomes per hectare. It is obvious that  the production subsidy was a strong 
incentive to maximise returns through the intensification of the agricultural systems, bringing 
about the conversion of groves from traditional to irrigated or intensive/semi- intensive regimes 
(Beaufoy 2000).

There is an overwhelming agreement of scholars reviewing the ecological effects of the CAP on 
the significant homogenisation and standardisation of nature resulting from its policies.  Being 
the main driver of changes in land use and farming practices throughout the whole Europe, CAP 
has had a crucial role in shaping the rural landscape, and the rural landscape in Europe has 
changed dramatically since the 1950s (van Zanten et al. 2014). Lefebvre et al. 2015 claim that 
the focus of CAP has been mostly limited to landscape management at the farm scale (Lefebvre 
et al. 2015), which they argue has had a huge influence on the European Union landscape as a 
whole. The integration of the local agrarian communities into a single European agricultural pol-
icy was reflected by the landscape (Renes 2011). However, ecological impacts have been not 
only at landscape level; the simplification of cropping systems, associated with the intense use of 
fertilisers and pesticides, brought a strong reduction in crop diversity and the loss of non-crop 
habitats (e.g. grassland, field boundaries, water-courses and trees), fostering decline in biodiver-
sity (Stoate et al. 2001; Billeter et al. 2008) and nature standardisation (Agnoletti 2014). The 
modification of landscape for the creation of wide and regularly sloping fields, has triggered the 
natural profile of the soil, bringing to alterations in its hydrologic equilibrium (Costantini and 
Barbetti 2007).

Brouwer and Lowe (2000) extend the terms of the debate pointing out, correctly, that the CAP 
has been in place during the most widespread and rapid land use changes, affecting the rural en-
vironment in the whole Europe, due to the combination of socio- economic and technological 
dynamics. Following the argument by Brouwer and Lowe (2000), it would therefore be ex-
tremely reductive to give all the responsibility for the transformation of rural landscape to the 
CAP. In Brouwer and Lowe´s view, one of the positive effects of the CAP has been to reduce 
even more detrimental pressures, in a potential scenario where without the CAP there would 
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have been even greater environmental losses (Brouwer and Lowe 2000). Following this specific 
approach, in the next paragraphs I will analyse if the implementation of CAP measures in Sicily 
have had some impacts on its olive landscape and if there are some correlations between those 
policies and the specific trends which characterised the olive sector in the period 1994- 2013.  

3.7.2. Ten years of CAP policies in Sicily
Italian agrarian reform started after the Second World War with the Marshal Plan and was a long 
and complex process lasting over several decades, involving different actors and stakeholders at 
international, national and regional levels (Bernardi 2016). In Italy competences5 in agriculture, 
hunting and fishing were transferred to regions in 1972, with the creation of Regional Boards for 
Agricultural Development (Enti Regionali per lo Sviluppo Agricolo: ERSA) (Ieraci 1998). 

Italian regions however, and in particular regions in the south of the country, have always bene-
fited from a wide set  of agricultural and rural development measures (Severini and Tantari 
2013): from the already mentioned Marshal Plan in 19496 (Bernardi 2016) to the establishment 
in 1957 of the Common Agricultural Policy which, through the FEOGA7 budget, has been allo-
cating resources to each Member State for the agricultural and rural development of their regions 
until today. The first model of the CAP, the Mansholt  Plan, was basically a maintain of price 
support and production subsides, with the aim to maintain a constant income for the farmers. The 
MacSharry reform in 1992 introduced substantial innovations in the CAP system, as the focus on 
the development of a more productive and competitive agricultural sector, as well as environ-
mental policies for the first time (Ieraci 1998). With the agri-environmental Regulation 2078/92, 
aid was made available to farmers for the support of production methods that protect the envi-
ronment and maintain the countryside (Lefebvre et  al. 2015). By the end of the 1990s such 
measures were integrated with the ‘second pillar’ of the CAP, the Rural Development. From now 
on Member States could de- sign, implement and evaluate their own rural development pro-
grammes, under the common rules of a single Regulation (Kizos et al.  2010). 

Zooming in Sicily  and summarising, since 1994 Sicilian farmers have benefited from the CAP 
annual direct payments (DPs)8, granted to them always through the FEOGA/Italian Ministry of 
Agriculture (the so called “pillar 1” of the CAP, DP1s). From 2000, a second kind of payments 
has started to be granted through the rural development programs (RDP) (the so called “pillar 2” 
of the CAP; DP2s) (Severini and Tantari 2013). 

For my focus on a specific historical breakpoint, I have decided to limit my study to the time pe-
riod 1994- 2013.  The reason for the choice of this time frame relies on two main factors: 1) the 
period 1994- 2013 represents three programming phases of the Rural Development Programmes 
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5 With the Decree of the President of the Republic in 1972, all the competences (policy and control functions) in agriculture, 
hunting and fishing were transferred to the regions. The State Law 386/76 authorised then the creation of Regional Boards for 
Agricultural Development, whose main duties were to coordinate the state- regions interventions, to plan policies and pro-
grammes, to manage resources allocated by the state (Ieraci 1998).

6 The Marshall Plan foresaw the following measures in Italy: Land reclamation and irrigation, grants for land improvement 
works, agrarian credit for improvement, intensification of pest and parasite control, research and experimentation, professional 
education of farmers, demonstration activities, contribution to purchases of draft cattle and machinery by direct cultivators and 
co-operatives, integration of governement share of a Fund for the establishment of small landed property, provisions to expand 
vine culture, general expenses (Berbardi, in press). 

7 The European Agricultural Guarantee and Guidance Fund (Ieraci 1998).

8 The implementation of Reg. 2078/92 started in Sicily in 1994 (Programma di Sviluppo Rurale Sicilia 2007- 2013, 2015)



(1994- 1999, 2000- 2006, 2007- 2013) and, what is more interesting, this time frame covers the 
passage from the pre- Agenda 2000 reform and the afterwards, while representing the implemen-
tation of the environmental reform of 1992 (Regulation 2078/92), which in Sicily started a little 
bit later, only in 1994 (see footnote 5); 2) the time constrains of a master thesis have not allowed 
me to analyse in depth further documentation and literature, consequently  the most recent pro-
gramming phases have been the ones about which most of the information are relatively well 
available and easy to find. I must say that information and data on the specific implementation of 
measures dedicated to olive trees are missing in the official reports published by  the program-
ming body (which is the Sicilian Region), consequently my analysis is only partial. 

3.7.3. The Rural Development Programmes
The Programma Operativo Plurifondo Sicilia introduced between 1994- 1999 (POP SICILIA 
1994- 1999) had as an objective specifically  the diversification of the olive sector, with measures 
dedicated to the improvement in the quality  of the production, the increase the farmers´ incomes 
through valorisation of the production and costs reduction, and the maintenance of rural popula-
tion (Corte dei Conti 2003). To these measure the implementation of the above mentioned Regu-
lation 2078/92 was associated, aiming at reducing the use of pesticides, sustaining the establish-
ment of organic agriculture and all the other production methods coherent with environmental 
and landscape protection (Ex- Ante Assessment PSR Sicilia 2000- 2006, 1999). The reader can 
find detailed information about each Measures in Table 2. 

From 2000 to 2006 a new programme was welcomed. The PSR Sicilia 2006- 2013 established 
several Measures from which the farmers growing olives could benefit. The ex Regulation 2078/
92 was now integrated in the Measure F (Table 2 for details) (Piano di Sviluppo Rurale Sicilia 
2000- 2006, 2000; Valutazione ex- post PSR Sicilia 2000- 2006, 2008). 
Between 2007 and 2013 Sicily implemented its third Rural Development Programme, PSR Si-
cilia 2007- 2013. Olive growers could benefit  from four sets of Measures and the ex- Reg. 2078/
92 was integrated in the Measures 214 (see Table 2 for specifications) (Piano di Sviluppo Rurale 
Sicilia 2007- 2013, 2015). 

From the evaluation report  done by the Court of Auditors on the implementation of the POP Si-
cilia 1994- 1999, and from a comparision with statistics showing trends in the number of farms 
and farms surface between 1982 and 2012 (summarised in Table 3), we can conclude that:

- only the 1,020 % of the overall regional surface covered by olive trees in 2000 had been in-
terested by the Measure 8.2. 

- the 12,30 % of the overall regional surface covered by olive trees in 2000 had been inter-
ested by the measures of the Reg. EEC 2078/92. 

Furthermore, in its evaluation, the Court of Auditors highlighted how most of the POP Sicilia 
1994- 1999 funds were spent  to realised new and irrigated tree plantations, instead of actions to 
maintain and increase the quality of the groves already existing (Corte dei Conti 2003).
Unfortunately there are only few information available regarding the specific impacts that the 
other two Programmes had on the olive trees in Sicily (Valutazione ex- post PSR Sicilia 2000- 
2006, 2008; Piano di Sviluppo Rurale Sicilia 2007- 2013, mid- term reports 2013, 2014, 2015). 
The incompleteness of the comparison data did not allow me to reach any substantial conclusion. 

Not satisfied with the results obtained by my research, I decided thus to have a deeper look at the 
general trend of the decade, with the hope to discover something more. To do that, I used statisti-
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cal data provided by the Italian National Institute of Statistics, and I have found some interesting 
trends (shown in Table 3). First of all, the ratio between the surface and the number of farms 
confirms the general tendency of the Sicilian olive tree groves to be extremely small- sized, as 
reported also by the European Commission (European Commission 2012). 
Secondly, from 1982 to 2010, the regional surface covered by olive trees in Sicily increased 
slightly and the period shows a general slow rising trend, which reaches a peak in 2010 (+ 
16,82%). Soon after, in the following two year, we assist  to a decrease in the surface of land cov-
ered by olive trees (- 2,5%) and, at the end of the period analysed, we have however an overall 
increase of 14,16% in the olive surface from 1982. 

The most interesting results, in my view, is when we analyse the trend of the number of olive 
farms. The data show in fact a general raising tendency until 2000 (16,93 %), while in the decade 
immediately after (2000- 2010) a sharp plunge (- 24,82 %), ending the overall period in 2010 
with a lower total number of farms than in 1982 (- 9,49 %). 

If we take into consideration that, from 1992 onwards, Sicily has implemented its own three Ru-
ral Development Programmes under the overall CAP framework, I would have expected a gen-
eral growing tendency in the olive sector, due to the specific measures planned. The fact that, 
instead, there has been a significative reduction in the number of the farms and a concurrent very 
slight increase in the number of hectares, tell us that- at a regional scale- these three program-
ming phases had no significative impacts on the olive growing sector. At a provincial scale how-
ever, trends are different and, from the ex- post and mid- term evaluation reports of the Rural 
Development Programmes, we know that new groves were planted in some areas of the Trapani, 
Palermo and Agrigento provinces, where the olive sector is most developed (Valutazione ex- post 
PSR Sicilia 2000- 2006, 2008; Piano di Sviluppo Rurale Sicilia 2007- 2013, mid- term reports 
2013, 2014, 2015).

A first hypothesis for such an insignificant impact could be that, exactly because of the subsidies 
granted by  the Rural Programmes, farmers who in the past used to grow olive trees preferred to 
switch to other crops or they did not believe that olives were a good business. Furthermore, we 
may also take into consideration the introduction of environmental regulations: the sharp reduc-
tion in the number of olive farms happened exactly from 2000, when Agenda 2000 Reform came 
into force. Finally, we should not forget the economic crisis which has been interesting Sicily 
(but for how long? Is not Sicily in a state of economic crisis just from the end of the Second 
World War or even before?). 

My intention with this focus on ten years of CAP policies in Sicily  was to understand if the im-
plementation of those rural development measures have had some impacts on the olive trees and 
the landscape of the island. From the scarce data available, it  is possible to draw only a prelimi-
nary conclusion according which, at a regional scale, the Rural Development Programmes do not 
seem to have had a significative impact on the Sicilian olive landscape as a whole. If we change 
scale and zoom in single local areas, we may find different results however, according to the 
level of development of the sector. Moreover, since most of the Programmes´ measures have fo-
cused on environmental protection and safeguard of the traditional landscape (together with the 
preservation of ancient trees), a detailed elaboration of the unpublished data related to the sur-
faces covered in olives and interested by  each single measure is a preliminary  step  of a research 
which could bring interesting findings.
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1994- 1999
Programma Operativo Plurifondo Sicilia 1994- 1999

Reg. 2078/92

1994- 1999
Programma Operativo Plurifondo Sicilia 1994- 1999

Reg. 2078/92

Measures
Programma Operativo Plurifondo Sicilia 1994- 1999

Measure 8.2. Actions to foster and diversify the olive sector. 
Objectives: improve the quality of the production; increase 
the incomes of farmers through valorisation of the produc-
tion and costs reduction; maintenance of rural population.
Actions foreseen: 

- realisation of new plantations characterised by 
high qualitative standards; substitution of old 
olive groves with new ones for an overall sur-
face of approximately 800 hectares;

- renovation of already existing groves for an 
overall surface of 200 hectares; 

- conservation of old olive grove for an overall 
surface of 1000 hectares with the aim to protect 
the soil and safeguard the landscape. 

In order to be eligible for the subsides, farms need to have:
- specialised olive groves older than 15 years 

old, containing at least 100 olive trees/hectare 
and less than 20% of other crops

- specialised olive groves younger than 15 years 
old, containing at least 150 olive trees/hectare 
and less than 20% of other crops

Reg. 2078/92 
Measure A1- Reduction of pesticides 
Measure A2- Organic Agriculture
Measure D1- Other production methods coherent with envi-
ronmental and landscape protection 

Results
Programma Operativo Plurifondo Sicilia 1994- 1999 

New groves almost 707,30 hectares
Restructured groves 96,47 hectares
Irrigated groves  592,86 hectares

Reg. 2078/92
Overall olive trees surface covered by the measures: 16.837 
ha

2000- 2006
Piano di Sviluppo Rurale Sicilia 2000- 2006

2000- 2006
Piano di Sviluppo Rurale Sicilia 2000- 2006

Measures
Measures F (ex 2078/92): 
Measure F1a: Integrated production methods
Actions: Pesticides use limits; qualitative improvement of 
productions; maintenance of soil fertility; health protection 
of farmers and consumers. 
Measure F1b: Organic Agriculture
Measure F3- Reconstruction and/or maintenance of tradi-
tional agrarian landscape, natural and semi- natural areas. 
Olive trees older than 100 years old located in protected 
areas and terraces could benefit from the Measure F3. Over-
all surface estimated in olive trees= 1.500 hectares. 

Measure E- Disadvantages areas and support to traditional 
agriculture. 
Support to introduction and maintenance of olive crops ac-
cording to traditional agriculture practices and coherence 
with the other Measures of the Programme.

Results
Measures F  (ex 2078/92)
Organic olive groves have proven to be the areas with the 
most rich vegetation biodiversity.
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2007- 2013
Piano di Sviluppo Rurale 2007- 2013

2007- 2013
Piano di Sviluppo Rurale 2007- 2013

Measures
Measure 211- Subsides for natural disadvantages in moun-
tain areas
Subsides to sustain the ordinary activities of farmers work-
ing on mountain areas

Measure 212- Subsides for disadvantaged areas other than 
mountain areas
Subsides to sustain the ordinary activities of farmers work-
ing on disadvantaged areas other than mountain areas

Measure 214/A- Environmental sustainable management 
methods (ex Reg. 2078/92)
Environmental sustainable management methods of the 
farm, such as specific organic fertilising practices according 
to the crop type. 

Measure 214/B- Organic agriculture (ex Reg. 2078/92)

Measure 214/1G- Prevention of soil erosion and recovery of 
traditional agriculture landscape (ex Reg. 2078/92)

Measure 216/C- Environmental priorities
Biodiversity conservation

Results

Measure 214/1A:   2.123 ha

Measure 214/1B:   12.476 ha

  Table 2: Rural Development Programmes implemented in Sicily between 1994 and 2013 (Corte dei Conti 2003;   
  Ex- Ante Assessment PSR Sicilia 2000- 2006, 1999; Piano di Sviluppo Rurale Sicilia 2000- 2006, 2000; Valutazi
  one ex- post PSR Sicilia 2000- 2006, 2008; Piano di Sviluppo Rurale Sicilia 2007- 2013, 2015; Piano di Sviluppo 
  Rurale Sicilia 2007- 2013, mid- term reports 2013, 2014, 2015)

  

                      
                               Table 3: Olive trees number of farms and surface coverage (ISTAT 2014). 
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Figure 3: Conca d´oro today, Palermo (Registro nazionale paesaggi rurali storici, 2013).

 
Figure 4: Conca d´oro, Palermo, 1677 (Dufour 1992).
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Figure 5: Specimen of the so- called “Olivo Saraceno”. 

Figure 6: Olive treee cultivation density in Sicily in 1940 (Dainelli 1940). 
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4. Space

Landscapes are the place where events happen along history (Massey 2006). Spatialising, adopt-
ing space as an epistemological category, can thus contribute significantly  on our understanding 
of reality  dynamics (Massey  2005). In the following chapter I will report the results of the spatial 
analysis I have carried on the olive trees patterns in Sicily, both in a synchronic and diachronic 
perspective. In my spatial analysis, I have tried to overcome a classification based on the as-
sumptions of the traditional landscape theoretical approach or which categories areas according 
to their level of productiveness. Instead, I focused just on the occurrence of the trees as a single 
plant species and their level of spatial connectivity. What I discovered at the end of my analysis 
is a high level of heterogeneity in the olive trees spatial patterns. Together with reference review, 
for my spatial survey I used also ancient maps and current datasets, which I overlaid and studied 
through the use of GIS software. When it comes to the analysis of the ancient maps I have fol-
lowed Harvey and Woodward in their consideration of maps as dynamic images in time, able to 
provide us knowledge not only about the specific place of the real world mapped, but revealing 
precious information on their maker´s purpose, of the explorers or observers, of the map itself as 
a physical object and- in many  cases- even as an object of art, and in the way they might have 
entered the historical process as well (Harvey and Woodward 1998).   

4.2. Terraces
In Sicily there are several old and hand- built terraces in the mountains and hilly areas of the is-
land (Fig. 7). The terraces system permitted cultivation on slopes with an inclination of even up 
to 75% (Blondel 2006) and they  have always been a way to fight soil erosion.  They  run horizon-
tally across slopes and are built with stone walls. Terraces are difficult to date, but some could be 
datable from the ancient trees standing on them (Rackham 2015). Pocket terraces were built 
around individual trees on very steep  slopes, where it was impossible to realise proper terraces 
(Foxhall 2013)

Unfortunately, there are no detailed data and information about  all the terraced areas in Sicily 
since, due to their marginal position, they  have always been the first places to be abandoned. To-
day many  of them are characterised by soil erosion, degradation processes and overgrowth, thus 
in many cases they are covered and hid by  vegetation (La Mantia et  al. 2008; Barbera et al. 2009, 
La Mantia et al. 2011). Olive trees have always been a traditional crop  suitable for terraced areas, 
and in fact many ancient trees could be find on them.

The value of terraces is huge. They not only are able, as a land management system, to extract 
value from steep  slopes, transforming them in authentic productive areas; they protect the soil 
detain water and slowing down the potential erosion process, improving the moisture level and 
consequently the general micro- climate. Terraces are often located between wood areas and 
crops, so they manage to stop fires propagation. Finally, their role in biodiversity  conservation is 
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crucial since in a terraced system it  is possible to find a wide group of different habitats and eco-
systems (Barbera et al. 2009; Barbera et al. 2014).

Maps Datasets

Al- Idrisi´s map in “The book of Roger”, the first me-
dieval cartographic representation Sicily (ed. 1994).

Digital Atlas of the Roman Empire, tiled base map of 
the Roman Empire indicating places and building of 
historical interest, as well as the rendering of natural 

and semi natural areas and bathymetry (Lund            
University 2015).

Atlante Storico della Sicilia, containing maps of the 
main coastal cities and their surrounding areas from the 

1578 onwards (Dufour 1992).

LUCAS surveys 2006 and 2012, the Land Use and 
Land Cover Area frame Survey of Copernicus Land 

Monitoring Services (European Commission and    
European Environmental Agency), providing informa-
tion on the state and the dynamics of changes in land 

use and cover in the European Union on a three-yearly 
basis since 2006.

Catasto Borbonico Archivio Mortillaro di Villarena 
(1837- 1853), the first cadastral survey done in Sicily 
between 1837 and 1853, containing 138 maps of urban 
centres (scale 1:1.000 and 1:2.000) and 286 maps of the 

entire town districts. 

Corine Land Cover 2012, Copernicus Land Monitor-
ing Services´ inventory of land cover in 44 classes. 

CLC uses a Minimum Mapping Unit of 25 hectares for 
areal phenomena and a minimum width of 100 m for 

linear phenomena.

Atlante Fisico- Economico d´Italia, which provided 
maps and data about the olive land cover and land use 

during the Fascism period (Dainelli 1940).

Territorial Information System of the Sicilian Region, 
Department Environment, which allows the consulta-
tion in GIS environment of datasets related to Land 

Cover and Land Use, Digital Elevation Models, Na-
ture 2000 Network areas, as well as orthophotos 

(2000, 2007/2008, 2012/2013). 

Italian Military Geographic Institute topographic 
maps of 1931, 1968 and 1971 (scale 1: 25.000 and         

1: 50.000), containing also information on vegetation, 
infrastructures, administrative borders.

Vegetation Map of Sicily, vegetation map at a scale of  
1: 250,000 which identifies 36 types divided in zonal 

(communities tied to the various bioclimatic belts), azo-
nal (typical habitats conditioned by the substrate) and 
anthropogenic vegetation (Gianguzzi and Papini 2015).

  Table 4: Maps and datasets used for the analysis.
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4.3. Coltura Promiscua and Mediterranean gardens
Coltura promiscua is one of the most ancient types of land patterns in Sicily (Fig. 8). As dis-
cussed in chapter 3.3, coltura promiscua means mixed cultivation, in which different tree species 
are found in combination or together with pasture or grain cultivation (Emanuelsson 2009). In 
origin, the aim of mixed agriculture was the minimisation of crops loss. The coltura promiscua 
landscapes could be found today  primarily on coastal and sub- coastal lands, then in the inner 
areas. They are located throughout Sicily but  especially on the northern and eastern coasts, in 
complex and transitional geomorphological contexts as between hills and high mountains. Mixed 
cropping creates closed landscapes characterised by  traditional and highly intensive cultivation 
systems deriving from the fragmentation of the estates. This can best be seen near urban settle-
ments, where the complex landscape mosaic is formed by alternating monospecific and/or mixed 
crops and very often agro-forestry systems. 

The olive tree is the species that significantly characterises both the rural economy and the land-
scape of the entire island, therefore being included in the coltura promiscua landscape since the 
latter is particularly  widespread in the inland hillside and marginal areas. In addition to its eco-
nomic importance and peculiar historical identity, the olive tree in a coltura promiscua setting 
plays a very  important role in preventing soil erosion. This is particularly  significant in the more 
marginal and degraded areas, often semi-abandoned or undergoing few crop  treatments, where 
only some very old trees are unevenly scattered throughout the estate. 

Immediately  after the olive groves, the coltura promiscua landscape comprises the traditional nut 
crops: almond, hazelnut and pistachio (Barbera and Cullotta 2012; Barbera and Cullotta 2014). 
The fuzziness of the boundaries in the coltura promiscua system makes it difficult, in some 
cases, to locate different crops, or to differentiate between pastures, Mediterranean scrubs, or 
cultivated and native trees, as the gradient of combinations may vary. This difficulty is reflected 
by some layers of Corine Land Cover, in which is impossible to understand exactly  where the 
olive trees are located. 

We can still identify some ancient coltura promiscua areas in Sicily, as the Halaesa rural land-
scape (nearby  today´s Tusa), a former Greek colony, where it is evident how some olive trees 
were located on the boundaries and act  also as a border marker (Barbera and Cullotta 2014). The 
Valle dei Templi landscape, dated back to the Greek period as well and with it s Kolymbetra gar-
den (Barbera and Di Rosa 2000), the Catania valley  and, of course, the Conca d´Oro close to 
Palermo (Barbera and Cullotta 2014). Other ancient spots could for sure emerge after duly re-
search work. 

A specific spatial pattern of the coltura promiscua was the Mediterranean garden, term which 
since the 1st century AD (Barbera and Biasi 2011) in Sicily referred to a closed irrigated orchard 
or garden orchard (Crumley 2000), full of evergreen fruit  species (thus also olive) and vegeta-
bles, and intended not for production uses. Mediterranean gardens were in fact mainly places for 
the leisure of wealthy people. Signs of Mediterranean gardens could still be found today in Sicily 
(Barbera and Cullotta 2016).
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4.3. Remains of Olea Europea woods and trees outside forest
In the island there are some remains of ancient  Olea Europea woods, as the Mimiani olive wood 
(Pasta and La Mantia 2009; Barbera and Cullotta 2012) and some abandoned woods in the Hy-
blaean Plateau (Ruhl et al. 2011). Further field research is needed on this spatial pattern since, 
apart from what remains of ancient Olea woods, there could be the case of orchard abandoned 
which has turned out into semi- woods today (Ruhl et al. 2011; Gianguzzi et al. 2015).

Scattered olive trees, the so- called trees outside forest according to the Forest Resource Assess-
ment (Marchetti et al. 2002), are also present in the Mediterranean open field, open grain fields 
interplanted with typical Mediterranean woody crops such as olive trees, grape vines, almond, 
carob, and the like. In Sicily, mainly the inner parts of the island are representative of this spatial 
pattern. Mediterranean open field are, in some cases, what remains of ancient and less ancient 
latifundia. In some areas, new Mediterranean open field have been created since the last fifty 
years through public subsides, and they are easily recognisable by the geometric regularity of the 
permanent mixed plantings (Zimmermann 2006). It  is also possible to find lines of ancient and 
less ancient olive trees planted as boarder markers and protection against wind for citrus groves 
(above all in the coastal areas). 

The multifunctional role of the trees outside forests in the Mediterranean countryside and agri-
cultural landscapes is huge. These biotopes have in fact a high ecologic and naturalistic value 
since they play the role of ecological corridors in those areas and landscapes characterised by 
intensive cropping (Marchetti et al. 2002).

4.4. Contemporary olive groves
Contemporary olive groves are characterised by their geometric structure. They may be found in 
hilly and plain areas of the island and their extension usually  does not exceed the 3 or 4 hectares, 
unless in the case of highly intensive plantations. Trees in such grove could be usually very 
young (from 1 to 60 years old approximately) (Zimmermann 2006) (Plate 9). 

This type of spatial pattern emerged in the island above all after the beginning of agriculture in-
tensification in the 20th century, even though some specialised olive groves could also have been 
found in ancient large estates. Nonetheless, strictly  geometric olive groves could be seen as a re-
sult of CAP implementation policies in Sicily, since several subsides have been granted to farm-
ers in order to allow them to plant new orchards. 

4.5. Static crops VS dynamic trees
Some scholars have read in the landscape of Sicily a clear dichotomy between the static structure 
of the latifundium and the dynamic system of the tree crops (Barone 1987; Lupo 1987). 
The inner areas of the island, where the latifondistic type of land management prevailed, have 
revealed to be less able to develop and modernise their internal structures as a reaction to the 
stimuli inevitably  brought by the intense and dynamic trade networks they used to depend upon. 
In other words, the latifundium system was in some respect “frozen”, while tree crops (also due 
to the different and more varied type of work required to the farmer for their  management) im-
plied territorial transformation since new spaces and structures had to be created around them 
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(for instance roads, processing and storage facilities, and so on). In most  of the cases, tree crops 
have grown close to the main coastal cities, where there were ports allowing trades for the fruits.

  
Figure 7: Coltura promiscua in terraces, Mount Etna (Registro nazionale paesaggi rurali storici, 2013).
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Figure 8: Example of coltura promiscua, Valle dei Templi, Agrigento (Parco Valle dei Templi di Agrigento, 2014).

Figure 9: Young olive orchard, Villarosa.
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5. Place

My journey through the historical periods which have represented breaking points for the olive 
trees in Sicily allowed me to visually discover, at the same time, the spatial patterns of these 
trees and their dynamics over time. At the end of my  journey, I have clearly  understood that 
space has a temporal nature, and history displays itself through space. Space is not then a con-
ceptual category  opposite to time (time as movement and progress, while space as stasis and re-
action, Massey 1994), but it s strictly intertwined with time in simultaneities of ongoing histories 
and geographies (Massey 2006). 

We can read spatiality and temporality, as well as historicity, in the landscape, which- as Ingold 
masterly conceived- has always the nature of “work in progress” (Ingold 1993, p. 162). Land-
scapes and environments are consequently  always in a constant changing process (see discussion 
in Tilley 2010), also through place-making activities, among which agriculture plays a crucial 
role. For my analyses of the olive trees spatial patterns I wanted to include also a phenomenol-
ogical approach. The phenomenological perspective is based on the principle that the knowledge 
of both past and present landscapes is obtained also through the practical experience of them 
from the point of view of the subject (Tilley  2010). Overcoming Tilley however, I extensively 
used GIS as a research tool since I firmly believe in the great potentialities of spatial analysis 
softwares in historical ecology research. 

As my ambition was to integrate both spatiality and temporality in the thesis in an organic way, I 
decided to include the field study of a particular locality. To me, the best method to integrate 
space and time has been to approach the landscape phenomenologically, through my bodily 
movement and personal experience. In this chapter, I will therefore invite the reader to follow me 
in the discovery of Cozzo del Lampo, a hill characterised by  a long term presence of olive culti-
vation, at the bottom of which I have been living for 27 years. Cozzo del Lampo hill is located in 
the municipality of Villarosa, in the province of Enna, an inner area of the island. My analysis 
and research has been characterised by  a combination of field work and direct  observations in 
the area, together with literature and historical cartographic materials review at Biblioteca Cen-
trale della Regione Siciliana “A. Bombace”, CRicd- Centro Regionale Inventario, Catalogazione 
e Documentazione in Palermo, and the Department of Agricultural and Forest Science of the 
University of Palermo.

Cozzo del Lampo could represent a marginal and meaningless area at a first  sight (Fig.10 and 
Fig. 11). With a top elevation of approximately 550 m a.s.l. (IGM  2016), it does not have any 
known archaeological or historical sites, neither an officially recognised specific ecological 
value (it  is not within Nature 2000 Network areas). Finally, it is not a particular place for the life 
and the memory of the local community, and it is geographically very remote from core eco-
nomic areas. However, the hill is covered by olive trees and is vey much a living cultural land-
scape. Renes pointed out how the concept of marginal regions (geographically remote) is sim-
plistic and reductive since, what at a first sight may appear as a peripheral area, could instead 
have had and still have its own network of connections at different and various scales (Renes 
2015). Therefore, truly  inspired by Renes´ view and extremely curious to find out if the mar-
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ginalisation of Cozzo Lampo was really  a relative concept, I chose that hill as the perfect place 
for my investigation. 

5.1. An ancient tree in the garden
I started my field work observing one of the olive trees located at  the bottom of the hill, in the 
place where I live. The particular shape of this tree is characteristic of many other olive trees in 
the area. This made me realise that I was possibly dealing with a real piece of history in my gar-
den and, which is even far more enthralling, a living history. 

Despite what may be considered popular conceptions of trees, ancient tree are usually found in 
open places rather than woods, since in most cases they  have been pollarded or coppiced, in 
other words trees who had been cut  in order to grow again for new crops. This is particularly 
relevant for the olive tree, which can become very old if it is well managed over time. In this 
perspective, ancient trees may thus be considered an archeological object, as they are a record of 
both their own history and the history  of what surrounds them. Old trees moreover have a cul-
tural and historical value, as well as a great ecological importance being the habitat of many 
plant and animal species. Quoting Rackham, “a single pollard tree is a world of great complex-
ity” (Rackham 1991, p. 909). As reported by Grove and Rackham 2001, pollarding and coppic-
ing prolong the lives of those trees that respond to such human practices. Ancient pollards and 
coppice stools, a metre or more in diameter and several centuries old, can easily be found in 
most Mediterranean countries. Coppice stools are usually more common in woodland, while an-
cient pollards in savanna. 

We know that olive tree can survive for many centuries. Even though the trunk and branches 
have been killed by disease, old age, fire, or frost damage, new suckers will grow up again (Mat-
tingly 2013). In the case of the olive tree at the base of Cozzo del Lampo, we are in front of an 
ancient and giant pollard of 11,10 metres wide, with now six trunks growing on it, which were 
sprouts from the pollarding of the original trunk (Fig. 12). The same technique of pollarding is 
recognisable in another tree quite close to it  (Fig. 13) and, moreover, from the observation of 
many other olive trees in the study area. From the dating work of Schicchi and Raimondo 2011 
on some ancient olive trees in Sicily and, from the comparison of the trunk features and size of 
those trees with the studied olive tree in question, I might estimate its approximate age as around 
800 or 1000 years old. 

The reason why people have pollarded or coppiced the trunk of an olive tree is due to the natural 
characteristics of the growth of the olive tree. When the olive tree reaches a certain age, the olive 
trunk and branches become hollow inside and new branches grow from these old stem branches 
(Rackham 2015; Adams 2014). As old grown branches become hollow, they also become brittle, 
which is one of the reasons for the coppicing, as coppicing produces new branches. In Fig. 14a 
and 14b a completely empty trunk of an old- century  olive tree is shown that I met during my 
field work, and it is evident how a new sprout has been growing just inside it. 

One hypothesis could be that many  of the old- century olive trees living on the Cozzo del Lampo 
hill are pollards of even older trees, which after the pollarding slowly assumed the multi- 
stemmed shape with several trunks we can see today. Together with the traditional ecological 
management system of olive trees, based on the coppicing or pollarding of empty trunks, another 
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reason for the pollarding of trees could have been environmental damages to the trees. The cli-
matic cooling during the Little Ice Age 1200- 1800 AD may have had extremely strong effects in 
the area, due to the average low winter temperatures of the Enna province. Nonetheless, at the 
moment we lack research on the effects of frost on ancient trees from a historical ecology per-
spective; furthermore, most  of the research has focused on young olive plants and scholars´ field 
observations mainly have occurred so far after frost damage (Bertolozzi and Fontanazza 1999).

5.2. Back in time through space
Excited by my  preliminary hypothesis, I decided thus to analyse the whole hill, in order to know 
more and understand better the history and spatiality  of the trees which are living here. I com-
pared also observations from my work in the field with literature review and cartographic mate-
rials consulted in Palermo. First I will make a quick review of the history  of this locality. Ac-
cording to Leighton, already during the Copper Age the Realmese site was populated, whose dis-
tance from Cozzo del Lampo is only 10 kilometres (Leighton 1999, p. 89). There are no relevant 
information about the area on the Digital Atlas of the Roman Empire by Lund University  and in 
all the other cartographic materials consulted, however evident signs of population settlements 
and archaeological sites could be found in the surroundings, as showed in the map of the archeo-
logical sites of the Regional Territorial Plan of Sicily 9.

The overall area was part of a feudo (a large estate) already in the middle of 17th century AD 
(Verga 1993), consequently Cozzo del Lampo was part of a rural landscape throughout the time. 
The first cartographic map showing the area is from the Catasto Borbonico, the first  cadastral of 
the whole Sicily, realised between 1837 and 1853 (Fig. 15). Unfortunately, the map  does not 
show any vegetation cover; nonetheless, it  is a useful tool for the understanding of the roads and 
paths system of the time. 

Spatial maps are the physical expressions of temporality and changes in the organisation of the 
landscape. I have therefore made a small maps study of the area prior to my fieldwork. From the 
Atlante Fisico Economico d ́Italia, published in 1940, we learn that the area was in the 30s char-
acterised by the 1% of specialised olive tree cultivation (Dainelli 1940) (Fig. 6). The same num-
ber of olive tree cultivation is confirmed by  the Italian Military Geographic Institute topographic 
map of 1931. The IGM map of 1931 shows the Cozzo del Lampo area covered by olive trees and 
woody vegetation (Fig 15), quite probably  composed by Mediterranean maquis with prevalence 
of the Oleo- Ceratonion association (Gianguzzi et al. 2015). Since the area is mapped as wood, 
we can presume that no grazing was practiced on the hill. The map shows also the roads and 
paths system, as well as small rural houses, some of which I encountered during my field work. 
IGM  topographic maps of 1968 and 1971 still report the same land cover. Meanwhile, according 
to CORINE LAND COVER 2012, the overall hill is classified as covered by olive groves and 
natural grassland (Corine Land Cover 2012) (Fig. 16). Even though olive trees are the main 
vegetation type at Cozzo Lampo, we need to take into duly account the level of generalisation 
which characterises in some cases Corine Land Cover, as reported in Weisstener et al. 2016. 

Cozzo Lampo has been further surveyed by LUCAS, the Land Use and Cover Area frame Sur-
vey of Copernicus Land Monitoring Services of the European Commission and the European 
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Environmental Agency. The area reported in 2006 is shown as vast plain crops though from the 
hilly topography of the area, it is highly  unlikely that there have been plain crops on the hill. 
There is thus a big discrepancy between the 2006 and the 2012 surveys; but from the 2012 sur-
vey it is possible to see the actual vegetation of the area, shown in pictures and classified as 
grassland with sparse tree/shrub cover (Frost et al. 2007; LUCAS 2016). Meanwhile, in the 2015 
Vegetation map  of Sicily  by Gianguzzi and Papini, the Cozzo del Lampo area is classified as 
grassland and pastures (16. Mesophilous and sub- hygrophilous grasslands of the sub- mountain 
and mountain belts in the climatic domain of forest communities with Mediterranean species, 
deciduous species and orophilous conifers) in some parts of the south-west and north-west 
slopes, and agricultural crops (32. Olive groves sometimes mixed with other dry cultural aspects) 
on the remaining surface of the hill. 

Due to the limited availability  of historical maps, it was not possible through cartographic recon-
struction which have been the development dynamics of the olive trees in the hill. From the map 
survey done, it  is evident that  Cozzo del Lampo has been populated by  olive trees since the 19th 

century at least. Nonetheless, the scale of the maps used gives only a generalised description of 
the area, classified as covered by olive wood in 1931 and so on until today, with olive groves 
sometimes mixed with other cultivations (Gianguzzi et al. 2015). For this reason, I decided to 
explore the hill and its trees, with the hope to find some more information. I invite then again the 
reader to follow me on the survey walk. 

To explore the hill, I decided to walk through one of the old trazzere, the ancient paths which 
connected the town of Villarosa with Calascibetta, a path that is also showed in the map of the 
Catasto Borbonico (Fig 17). Some of such ancient paths are nowadays modern provincial roads. 
The path I chose for my survey is a country path, in some parts now completely abandoned, and 
there are some evident signs of vegetation regrowth as the forest has taken the path back (Fig 18 
a and 18b). 

As I carried out my field survey I started from the bottom of the south- western slope, where I 
climbed the hill in order to reach the top of it. I will walk you through this landscape here in the 
hopes to represent it  more fully  than what pictures or maps would do. The southern slope of 
Cozzo Lampo is characterised by scattered olive trees, some of them even abandoned. Signs of 
grazing are evident and the rest  of vegetation is composed by garrigues, maquis and semi-natural 
vegetation (Gianguzzi et al. 2015) (Fig. 19). The olive tree abandoned are extremely old (Fig. 
20), then highly interesting since they show the different development an olive tree could have 
with or without being pruned, coppiced or pollarded. In the south- western slope, there are also 
present several old- century olive trees on terraces, as well as scattered olive trees and some rela-
tively recently (100 years or less) planted olive groves. Wild olives are widespread as well, some 
of them even as big as domesticated trees, but with a completely different shape and structure of 
both trunk and branches (Fig. 21). 

Walking through the old path slightly towards north- east, I encountered many  olive trees on 
important terraces, some of them also growing on terraces made by stone walls. The older olive 
trees were found together with scattered trees and some younger trees planted in the coltura 
promiscua system (Fig. 22a and 22b). There are almost no signs of grazing and it is evident that 
there has been some recent afforestation, due also to the higher level of hillshade10 which charac-
terise this slope. 
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Along the paths, I met two old small stone houses made of only one room, now almost totally 
destroyed. These houses were mapped already by the IGM in 1931. Rural houses like these are 
widespread in Sicilian landscape and they were meant to function as shelter for the peasants 
working in the land for short  period of time, and as a storage place for working tools (Alleruzzo 
Di Maggio et al. 1973; Valussi 1968; Rossi 1981). The analysis of their location could reveal 
precious information on the dynamics of landscape (Fig. 23). 

Continuing on my fieldwork, in which the reader is now accompanying me, I finally explored 
the north- west  slope, first heading towards south- east  and then turning backwards in the north- 
western direction. The north- west slope is characterised by most of the different olive trees spa-
tial patterns: scattered old- century olive trees, coltura promiscua/Mediterranean gardens, 
younger groves, terraces, within single pieces of land no bigger than half or one hectare. I found 
also many abandoned domesticated olive trees, which have taken completely  different structure 
and shape compared to the domesticated ones (Fig. 24a and Fig. 24b)

It is so fascinating how a great variety and heterogeneity of patterns could have place in such a 
relatively small area. The hill really looks like a mosaic (Fig. 25). 

Cozzo del Lampo has revealed to be then an extraordinary original and interesting area for a his-
torical ecological survey. The presence of such differentiated olive trees and the varied spatial 
patterns characterises the hill by a high level of patchiness.

Furthermore, the presence of so many olive tree specimen which are huge coppices as the tree I 
have analysed in the beginning of the paragraph, could confirms not only the presence of ancient 
agricultural practices in the hill, but also the high ecological value of the area  when it comes to 
genetic and biological diversity  (Weissteiner et al. 2016). Despite the cartographic representa-
tions available, important research tools but  which tend to connote the area with standardisation 
at small scale however, Cozzo del Lampo has revealed to be an example of high heterogeneity 
and diversity of pattern in the olive tree vegetation. 
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   Figure 10: Cozzo Lampo view from above, ortophoto (Esri 2016).
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Figure 11: View of the Cozzo Lampo southern slope.

Figure 12: Ancient olive tree pollard ca 11,10 metres wide.
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Figure 13: Another ancient olive pollard living very close to the previous one (Fig. 12). 

     
                          Figure 14a and 14b: Empty olive trunk, with a new sprout growing inside.
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Figure 15: Carta Topografica d ́Italia 1: 25000, Foglio 268 IV S.E., Rilievo del 1931 Anno IX, IGM, 1931. 

IMAGE NOT SHOWN SINCE IT IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT.

   Figure 16: Cozzo Lampo highlighted in Corine Land Cover 2012. Classes: 223 Olive Groves (brown), 321 Natural      
   Grassland (green) (EEA 2013).

Figure 17: Map of the 
territory of Villarosa,       
Catasto Borbonico       
Archivio Mortillaro di 
Villarena (1837- 1853). 
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                                 Figure 18a and 18b: Ancient path with evident signs of afforestation. 

Figure 19: 
Vegetation in 
the south- 
western slope.
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Figure 20: Abandoned domesticated olive tree. 

Figure 21: Wild olive. 
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Figure 22a and 22b: Olive trees growing in pocket terraces, terraces and coultura promiscua/Mediterranean garden 
patterns.
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Fig 23: Remains of an old rural house.

Figure 24a and 24b: Abandoned domesticated olive tree.
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               Fig 25: Cozzo Lampo mosaic of olive patterns and vegetation from the south- eastern slope. 
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6. Conclusions

After this wonderful journey in which olive trees have accompanied me through time and space, 
I start  believing these creatures are in some respect wise beings. First of all, I think they are wise 
in the sense that they  are our colleagues “in the process of producing knowledge that makes new 
knowledge possible” (Hinchcliffe at al. 2005, p. 653). And, if I stop to reflect more on this as-
pect, my incredulity arises. Trees in fact do not think because they have no brain; therefore they 
cannot plan or develop strategies. They are not intelligent as we humans are (or pretend to be). 
They  do not have feelings and do not make choices (Adams 2014). However, trees behave. 
When we talk about trees, we often forget that  we are talking about living things. Trees are 
authentic actors in the play (Rackham 1991). They are not just  the result of man´s decision to 
plant them somewhere or to prune a few of their brunches. Trees, above all ancient  ones, are the 
habitat for other creatures living on them and in their hollow interiors (Rackham 2015); at the 
same time, they are self- contained living organisms (Adams 2014). Being unable to move 
physically, they have adapted to environmental conditions and to survive (read reproduce them-
selves) they  use what there is around: bees, herbivores, man. They are self- repairing organisms 
and do not ask for any help. Ancient olive trees, some of them even more than 1500 years old, 
are considered resilient organism. But, after all the historical events we have travelled through 
(climatic fluctuations, migrations of people, animal and plants, wars, colonisations, plagues, in-
novations, and so on) and the spatial heterogeneity crossed, how come these trees are still alive? 
In other words, and this is exactly the research question I posed at the beginning of my thesis: 
have the olive ecosystems of Sicily been able to reduce vulnerability and build resilience?
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6.1. Default
I started my historical ecology journey into Sicilian olive trees highlighting the aspect of domes-
tication. In the case of Olea europea the act of domestication is crucial, since otherwise we have 
two completely different plant species. At the origin of olive tree domestication there is man. 
However, I would like to stress the point that ecological systems are created not only  by human 
intentionally  agency, but also by human default (Rackham 1991). In this sense, a consideration 
of what happens to domesticated abandoned olive trees could shade some light on our overall 
understanding of this tree species, of its relationship  with humans and, what is quite probably 
more important, of its resilience. 

Studies on the dynamics of olive trees have shown that the abandonment lead olive groves to 
profound ecological change. Due to the consequent renaturation process, they develop into 
woodland already after fifteen or twenty years, becoming a habitat of high natural value for new 
flora and fauna species, while most of the species related to the systematic management of olive 
plantations decline or disappear (Beaufoy 2000). Ruhl et al. 2011 saw how Sicilian olive agro-
forestry systems, once abandoned and not disturbed by  wildfires or grazing, are subject to rapid 
processes of secondary  succession in which grasslands are transformed into scrublands and then 
woodland, or directly  we could have grasslands transformed into woodlands. Of course, the 
speed of these transformations depends also on the previous cultivation techniques, on the den-
sity of the trees, on past grazing practices for instance. What it is attested however, and this will 
also be a key element in my reasoning, is that  in the orchards whose trees have stopped to be 
pruned for already  50 years, wood has transformed into a high forest oppressing the formerly 
cultivated olive trees, which are dying due to the lack of light. There could be still some surviv-
ing individuals, but they are not productive in fruits and, furthermore, even if seeds bird- disper-
sal might happen, it  is extremely rare to find young trees since the high light demand proper of 
this species (Ruhl et al. 2011). There, we may conclude that domesticated olive trees abandoned 
by people tend to die in the long run.
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6.2. Biocultural diversity
Olive trees as we commonly know them could not be able to live without man´s agency. They 
have been living for century also thanks to human ecological intervention, both adapting to the 
local environmental mosaic (Butzer 1996). Local biodiversity is culture specific, in the sense 
that the preservation of biodiversity in terms of flora, fauna and habitats has been done locally 
over millennia by generations of farmers, intentionally and unintentionally, who have transmitted 
their knowledge to the next generation. 
Diversity of plants and animal species, habitats and ecosystems, are interrelated with diversity of 
human cultures. These diversities interact with one another in complex ways and express the mu-
tual adaptation between socio- ecological systems at the local level. In this respect, ancient olive 
trees are an example of biocultural diversity because they have been grown according to the lo-
cal traditional ecological knowledge of the area in which are located and, at the same time, they 
are reservoir of the oldest varieties of cultivated species (Baiamonte et al. 2015). In the previous 
chapters I have shown how Sicilian agrosystems, and olive trees agrosystems in particular, could 
be a heterogenous mosaic of natural elements. Some agricultural areas, and the former ones, with 
their biological characteristics and spatial distribution, have therefore a high level of ecological 
connectivity (Baiamonte et al. 2015; Marchetti et al. 2002).

Sicily has been a crossroad of many different cultures for centuries, impacting biota and ecosys-
tems for so long that a complex 'coevolution' has shaped the interactions between these ecosys-
tems and humans (see Cullotta and Barbera 2011). These interactions have been built through 
constantly evolving and enriching the traditional ecological knowledge of the local communities 
and in response to the behavior of trees and other organisms (La Mantia 2006). This evolvement 
has happened, even in front of the serious ecological disturbances biotic communities face when 
the ordinary land system is replaced by a new disintensification or intensification phase (Butzer 
2005). This dynamic is what I call resilience (Holling 1973; Folke et al. 2010). 

Sicily has not only been an island conquered and inhabited by different people and cultures (who 
brought their own vegetation), but it has also been the starting point of important out- migration 
movements, as well as nowadays of immigration ones. Soon after the Second World War, Sicily 
was characterised by huge migration movements: Sicilian people went to work abroad, inner ru-
ral areas were de-populated and agriculture was abandoned (Aymard and Giarizzo 1987). Today, 
Sicily is a “borderline” island: Sicilian people migrate abroad and hundreds of refugees from 
North Africa and Middle East arrive every day, ending up to do those jobs Sicilian people refuse 
to do, above all in the agriculture sector. They could end up taking care of olive trees in some 
intensive farms and you know, they may use their ecological knowledge in doing so. I think this 
point is crucial, above all for Sicily: it is important to underline that ecological understanding 
among rural people has always been incremental and cumulative. Knowledge cannot be con-
strained and rural communities have developed their ecological knowledge in the form of agri-
cultural strategies able to adapt to external events. In the case of Sicily, such articulated process 
has been more stratified due to the high level of heterogeneity of the different cultures living in 
the same island during the centuries. Within a perspective like that, the olive trees of the island 
could be seen as biocultural refugia (Barthel et al. 2013), in other words physical places that 
preserve both agricultural biodiversity and the traditional ecological knowledge and, in doing so, 
they have revealed to be resilient. 
   

Several question remains open. Olive trees, even the most ancient ones, are not  living forever, 
they  are not immortal. We do have huge unconscious expectations on them: we believe they  have 
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been almost perfectly healthy  for more than one millennium, and the same they will do in the 
future. We do not know what will happen instead. 

The second open question regards human activities, both in the present and the future. How hu-
mans will co- exist with olive trees? We have seen how the “original primaeval state” is quite 
probably  an unrealistic theory and olive trees- humans interaction has revealed to be a resilient 
connection so far in Sicily. Nonetheless, biodiversity loss and ecosystem degradations are more 
and more a reality in the island, and these processes deeply  affect olive trees as well. At the same 
time, the traditional ecological knowledge of our local communities is being lost, while we are 
unable to preserve it and pass down to the new generations. 

My personal hope is that people in the future will make efforts to understand nature within an 
overall discourse (and practice) focused on the respect, cherish and value of our land. Trees will 
be there waiting patiently for us, but we do not know for how long. 
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